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ABSTRACT
This dissertation trea ts  the modeling, analysis, and trajectory  control of a 
robotic m anipulator to execute specified point-to-point tasks.
The relative coordinate representation of kinematic and dynamic variables is de­
fined using vectors and matrices based on coordinate transform ations. A kinematic 
modeling of a m anipulator is performed using D enavit-H artenberg link param eters. 
For given end-effector inform ation (location and orientation), a stable and efficient 
iterative numerical algorithm  for a joint solution is developed. A modified general 
Gauss elim ination and a direct minimum search are combined w ith other refine­
m ents to yield fast convergency and stable results. This algorithm  can be used 
as a routine solution for various simple structured  m anipulators and for general 
structured  m anipulators for point-to-point and trajectory  following.
Two m ajor formulations of robot dynamic modeling, the recursive Newton- 
Euler and the Largrange-Euler are reviewed utilizing the results of the kinematic 
analysis. The motion effects of dynamic term s and their relative significance on the 
nominal joint torque are determ ined in conjunction with the m inimum tim e motion 
strategy. The relative significance of dynamic term s is analyzed for a  given joint 
space trajectory. The motion effect of dynamic term s is analyzed by comparing 
the m inimum tim e motion to the conventional optim um  straight line tra jectory  in 
joint configuration space. A motion trend for a m anipulator under m inimum time
xi
execution is inferred from the sim ulation results.
An efficient general solution algorithm  for generating the m inimum time tra ­
jectory for a point-to-point task subject to the actuator torque constraints is de­
veloped. A series of param etric cubic spline segments is used to represent the 
continuous joint trajectory. A form ulation of an n  segmented cubic spline satis­
fying second derivative continuity at knot points is derived. A Runge-K utta 4th 
order, two starting  point, forward and backward numerical integration and a non­
derivative multi-variable m inim um  search are performed w ith a penalty function 
imposing the constraints on search param eters and kinem atic motion param eters.
Inform ation for m anipulator structure and controller design and trajectory  plan­
ning for a notable increase in dynamic performance are obtained using the algo­
rithm s developed.
C H A PTER  1 
INTR O D U C TIO N
1.1 O verview
A robotic m anipulator is generally an articulated  chain of nearly rigid bodies 
connected in series by revolute or prism atic joints. Each joint is controlled inde­
pendently and the m otion of the joints drives the relative motion of the links. One 
end of the chain is attached firmly to  a  supporting base and the o ther end, equipped 
with a tool, is free to m anipulate objects in its workspace. Workspace is defined 
as the volume bounded by the extent of the m anipulator end-effector reach. The 
num ber of joints defines the num ber of degrees-of-freedom (d.o.f.) of the robotic 
mechanism. In general, six d.o.f. are required to  specify the location and the 
orientation of a body in three dimensional space. Most industrial m anipulators 
have a simple decoupled structure, composed of an arm  and a wrist assembly, each 
having three d.o.f. respectively, as the locating and orientation mechanisms. The 
wrist mechanism usually consists of three revolute joints called pitch, yaw, and roll 
or Eulerian angles, whose axes intersect a t one point.
Generally a m anipulator motion dem anded in applications can be broadly cat­
egorized as gross or fine. A gross motion example is large point-to-point motion 
required for tasks such as transfering objects or tools from one place to  another 
w ithout consideration of interm ediate configuration. A fine m otion example is the
precision tra jectory  tracing required for some tasks.
The overall perform ance of the m anipulator system can be improved through 
the study of its kinem atics, dynam ics, and control. Robot kinem atics deals with 
the spatial configuration of the robot as a function of tim e, particularly the relations 
between the joint configuration space and the Cartesian space of the end-effctor. 
This is w ithout regard to  the forces and m om ents th a t cause the m otion. A robot 
kinem atics problem  consists of direct and inverse kinematics. The direct kinem at­
ics is the problem of, given the joint variables, find the corresponding location and 
orientation of the end-effector in an inertial reference frame. The inverse kinem at­
ics problem  is, given the location and orientation of the end-effector in Cartesian 
space, find the corresponding joint configurations.
Since m anipulating tasks in the workspace are generally stated  in term s of a 
C artesian coordinate system, the inverse kinematics gets more attention. To solve 
the inverse kinematic problem, analytic, geometric, and numerical m ethods can be 
used, depending on the structure  of the m anipulator.
Robot dynamic modeling deals with the m athem atical form ulation of the equa­
tions of m anipulator motion. The m ethods of robot dynam ic modeling have been 
developing rapidly during the past two decades. They play an im portan t role in 
the com puter sim ulation of robot arm  m otion, the design of efficient controllers, 
and the performance evaluation of m anipulator structure. System atically those 
m ethods can be divided into two basic formulations according to the laws of me­
chanics applied; namely, those based on Lagrange equations and those based on 
Newt.on-Euler equations. A dynam ic model of a m anipulator is a highly coupled, 
nonlinear, m ultivariable system. This is due to  interaction of the geometry with 
the inertial and gravitational effects.
A com pact, structured, closed form dynamic model derived system atically from 
the Lagrange form ulation leads to  physical insight into the coupled and nonlinear 
dynamic behavior. It is also attractive from the viewpoint of controller design. 
The recursive Newton-Euler form ulation does not give a compact structure  but is 
suitable for sim ulation and real tim e control applications due to com putational effi­
ciency. A robot dynamics problem  also consists of two subareas; direct and inverse 
dynamics. The direct dynamics refers to determ ining a  robot m otion for given 
loads and driving forces and torques. The inverse dynam ics refers to  determ ining 
the driving forces and torques on joints for the specified robot motion and loads. 
Typically end-effector motion is specified.
A robot tra jectory  is defined as a  tim e history along a pa th  in either the joint 
configuration space or the Cartesian reference space. Trajectory control is divided 
into two subareas; joint space control and Cartesian space control. Joint space 
trajectory  control refers to the tim e sequence of the continuous interm ediate joint 
configurations in the joint s ta te  space. In joint space, a  point-to-point tra jec­
tory is form ulated by various interpolating schemes with the initial and final joint 
sta te  configurations defined from the Cartesian task description. Since it does
not need to  consider the corresponding configurations in Cartesian space and the 
lim itations of an inverse transform ation singularity, a joint tra jectory  formulation is 
relatively convenient. The execution of specified trajectories such as straight line 
or specific curvatures, requires more com putation because the inverse kinematics 
should be perform ed a t run  tim e at the pa th  update  rate. The singular states 
and the  lim itations of the joint m otion would have to be taken into account during 
the  form ulation. The continuously increasing dem and for improvement in pro­
ductivity and precision requires complicated controller design for robots and detail 
atten tion  to  dynamic behavior. An optim al robot tra jectory  form ulated by u ti­
lizing a  full dynamic capability allows enhancem ent of robot dynamic performance 
by evaluation of the various structural designs of a  robot.
1.2 O b jectives
The objectives of this dissertation were as follows:
• to develop an efficient and stable numerical solution algorithm  for a general 
s tructured  m anipulator for point-to-point and tra jectory  following motions,
• to determ ine an optim um  m anipulator motion via com parative analysis in 
the m otion effects of dynamic coefficients and their relative significance be­
tween the m inim um  tim e m otion and the conventional joint space straight line 
optim um  tim e m otion, and
5•  to  develop an efficient general solution algorithm  for generating minimum 
tim e point-to-point trajectories subject to  actuator torque constraints and 
other kinem atic constraints such as joint range and jerk.
CH A PTER  2 
KINEMATIC MODELING A N D  ANALYSIS
2.1 In tro d u ctio n
The kinem atic study of a m anipulator allows one to determ ine the relations be­
tween the states of the joint variables in the joint configuration space and the states 
of the end-effector in the world space. Geometric and relative motion relations of 
the links and joints of a m anipulator are modeled using D enavit-H artenberg (DH) 
[Ref. 1] param eters based on the homogeneous coordinate transform ation [Ref. 2].
The kinem atic analysis of a m anipulator consists of two parts, the direct and 
the inverse kinematic problems. The direct kinematics determ ines the states of 
the arm  with respect to the reference coordinate frame, for given joint states. The 
inverse kinematics determines the joint variable states, for task states (transform ed 
to  the states of an end-effector) specified in the reference frame. Since a robot 
arm  is actuated via joints and a task is defined as the states of the end-effector 
w ith respect to  the reference frame, the inverse kinematics gets more attention. 
Com pared to the unique solution of the direct kinematics, the inverse kinematics 
involves difficulties such as no unique solution, singularities, and degeneracy.
W hen a singularity occurs, a m anipulator loses one or more d.o.f. and it cannot 
be moved in certain directions. This means one or more joints cannot affect the 
position and orientation of the end-effector any more. These non-effective joints
are called the internal d.o.f., in contrast to the original functional d.o.f. [Ref. 3]. 
The singular sta te  can have a finite internal d.o.f. which allows some joints to move 
freely with a  fixed sta te  of an end-effector or an infinitesimal in ternal d.o.f. which 
does not allow any finite joint motion [Ref. 4]. Sugimoto and Duffy [Ref. 5] 
showed th a t the configuration of a m anipulator at the boundary of its workspace 
is singular w ith an infinitesimal internal d.o.f. As a m anipulator approaches the 
singular configuration, the determ inant of the Jacobian approaches zero [Ref. 6 ] 
and infeasible joint rates and torques are required to perform  a finite motion of the 
end-effector. The singularity may cause an infinite num ber of joint solutions for 
the given position and orientation of the end-effector. All the possible singular 
configurations of a m anipulator should be defined and avoided, if desired, prior to 
the execution of the specified trajectory.
Given tasks specified with fixed Cartesian, cylindrical, or spherical coordinate 
frames, the inverse kinematic problem  can be solved analytically [Ref. 7-11], geo­
metrically [Ref. 7,12,13], or numerically [Ref. 7,14-20]. The closed-form solution 
can be obtained analytically or geometrically for many six d.o.f. m anipulators hav­
ing a relatively simple geometric structure such th a t three joint axes of a  wrist 
intersect at one common point [Ref. 21]. Since an arb itrary  change in the ori­
entation may cause a large change in the configuration of the arm  due to coupling 
between the position and the orientation, most m anipulators are designed with a 
simple decoupled nature. The inverse kinematic solution for a general-structured
8m anipulator is yet to be solved in a closed-form[Ref.22]. R oth et. al [Ref. 23] 
showed for a general six revolute joint m anipulator, there are at m ost 32 solutions 
corresponding to the given states of the end-effector. The relation of one joint 
variable and the end-effector sta te  cannot be described in polynomials of degree less 
th an  32. Solutions of the general seven revolute single-loop spatial mechanism, 
equivalent to  a six revolute-joint m anipulator, were derived in an im plicit form, a 16 
by 16 determ inant equated to zero, by Duffy and Crane [Ref. 24]. Albala [Ref. 25] 
derived solutions using an indicial notation for the n -bar single-loop spatial mech­
anism.
However, because of the complexity of the equations for a  general structured  
m anipulator having six or more d.o.f., and the necessity of a general routine so­
lution for an arb itrary  structured  m anipulator, various num erical techniques have 
been investigated in the past. The numerical inverse kinem atic solution technique 
has its inherent disadvantages. Usually it is not stable near or at the singular 
configuration. It is almost impossible to get all the configuration solutions.
The iterative m ethod based on Gaussian elim ination to  solve the set of lin­
ear equations form ulated from the differential relation between the states of the 
joint variables and the end-effector, was proposed by Uicker and Denavit [Ref. 14]. 
Basically this approach is equivalent to the Newton-Raphson m ethod applied to  a 
nonlinear set of equations. The basic algorithm  has some disadvantages. It 
requires a very accurate initial approxim ation and it diverges near a singular (ill-
9conditioned) configuration. If a system  is ill-conditioned, the iterative solution is 
very sensitive to  small pertubations in the elements associated with the elim ination 
process and results in num erical instability and the loss of accuracy. Some re­
finements have been applied to this elim ination algorithm  to improve the stability 
and reduce the divergency via introducing m axim um  pivoting with the interm ediate 
control of the iterative solution by checking the validity [Ref. 7,15].
Most numerical approaches require the velocity inform ation for the end-effector 
to  obtain the joint displacement. After form ulating the Jacobian of the m anip­
ulator, which relates the velocities of the end-effector and joints, the joint rates 
are obtained by inverting the Jacobian and integration is performed to  obtain the 
required joint displacement [Ref. 15,16]. These approaches also suffer from the 
requirem ent of an accurate initial estim ation of joint rates and fail to converge at 
an exact singular configuration.
Goldenberg and Lawrence [Ref. 17] used a standard  least-square iterative m in­
im ization of the Euclidian norm  between the target and goal configurations to  find 
the solutions. Kazerounian [Ref. 18] applied the algorithm  developed by Lineares 
and Page [Ref. 19] such th a t resulting norm  between the target and current config­
urations is minimized successively by changing one joint variable at a time. Tsai 
and M organ [Ref. 20] presented a numerical m ethod for off-line robot program m ing 
th a t simultaneously solved a system  of eight second-degree polynomials in eight 
unknowns using continuation m ethods to obtain all the possible sets of solutions of
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joint variables for the general six revolute-joint m anipulator. The m ethod fails 
around or at a singular configuration.
In this chapter, the relative representation of position, velocity and accelera­
tion with respect to the local joint coordinate frame is performed in a uniform and 
analytic way using the m atrix  and vector approach. The kinem atic motion pa­
ram eters of each joint can be obtained recursively by assigning the local joint frame 
in a consistent way.
To obtain a routine solution for a general structured m anipulator including a 
redundant case (n >  6 ), an efficient and stable numerical iterative algorithm  based 
on the modified general Gauss elim ination with an extended Jacobian is developed. 
The instability and divergency problems caused by the large configuration differ­
ences between the initial and target states, are overcome by introducing a direct 
search to  correct for the bad direction toward a divergency. Joint range constraints 
are also im plemented with some other refinements. In Appendix A.2, as an ori­
entation mechanism, spherical wrists such as the Euler and the RPY  (Roll, Pitch, 
and Yaw) are analyzed w ith DH param eters. The joint solutions of the wrist for 
the end-effector location and orientation specified w ith respect to the fixed inertial 
frame, are presented in conjunction with the singularity conditions.
In Appendix A.3, a closed-form solution of position, velocity and acceleration is 
derived analytically for a  decoupled six d.o.f. m anipulator, PUM A-type arm , using 
a vector and m atrix  approach. The procedure is basically the same as Hollerbach
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and S ahar’s derivation [Ref. 11] for an articulated  m anipulator. The singular 
conditions are analyzed with resulting closed form solutions and interpreted geo­
metrically.
2.2 K in em atic  M o d elin g  o f  a  S p atia l Linkage
2.2 .1  G eom etric  M o d elin g  o f  a Link
Generally a link is considered as a nearly rigid body which defines the rela­
tionship between the two neighboring joint axes. Joint axes are defined by lines 
in space. The geometric relation between the two neighboring joint axes can be 
specified using two param eters, link length a, and tw ist angle c^. Link length a, 
is the distance m easured along a  line which is m utually perpendicular to  both axes. 
Link twist angle is the angle m easured from axis i to  axis i +  1 in the right-hand 
sense about x* (Fig. 2-1). The relative joint motion of link i +  1 is described by 
the joint variable 0i+1 which is an angle between Xj and x;+:t m easured around zI+ 1  
(Fig. 2-2). Any mechanism can be described kinematically using a*, a,-, dj+i, 
and $i+i link param eters defined above, referred to as DH param eters.
The corresponding joint transform ation is defined by the homogeneous coordi­
nate description using DH link param eters (Fig. 2-3). The homogeneous coordi­
nate representation allows one to  express the relative spatial motion of several rigid 
bodies analytically in a compact form. The modeling index used in this work is 
different from the usual [Ref. 2]. However, it follows the conventional kinematic
12
Link i
Jo in t i Jo in t * +  1
Figure 2-1: Geometric relations of a  link.
2*
•t+1 '
Figure 2-2: Relative joint motion description.
'» '+ !
*'+1
Link i *+1
«+i
Joint t Joint * -f 1
Figure 2-3: D enavit-H artenberg link description.
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description of a linkage.
*T,+1 -  R O T ix ^ a i jT R A N ix ^ a ^ R O T iz i+ ^ e i+ ^ T R A N iz i+ ^ d i^ )
=  T R A N ^ a ^ R O T i x ^ o c ^ T R A N i z ^ , di+1 )RO T(z i+1, 9i+1)
C$i+1 -  sei + 1 0 ai
CociS0i+1 Cc>nC9i+i — Soti -  Saidi+1
SaiS9i+i S«iC9i+1 Ca{ Caidi+1
0 0 0 1
where 9i+1 and d;+i are joint variables for the revolute and prism atic joints respec­
tively. *T l+1 transform s a vector expressed in frame i + 1  to its expression in frame 
i. C() and S() denote sine() and cosine() function respectively.
2 .2 .2  C o o rd in a te  S tru ctu re  o f  a M an ip u lator
In order to describe the location of each link relative to  its neighbors, inde­
pendent Cartesian coordinate frames are attached to  each link. The attachm ent 
of the coordinate frame can be done arb itrarily  to ensure an easy transform ation. 
However, considering the recursive nature of the kinem atic param eters, a general 
routine representation of a transform ation between the successive link coordinates 
is used such th a t a link rotates around or translates along the z axis and link length 
and twist angle ?re defined along and around the x axis.
A m anipulator can be considered as the articulated open kinematic chain of n
num ber of rigid links. The links are num bered consecutively from the fixed support 
(link 0) to the end-effector (link n). Each joint and its fram e is num bered so th a t 
joint i connects link i — 1 to link i. Even though there is no joint at the end of the 
end-effector, it is convenient to  p u t an end-effector frame (sometimes referred to as 
a tool fram e) w ithout the joint variable (Fig. 2-4). Fram e 0 is referred to  as a 
Cartesian inertial frame(world, ground , or base fram e). Appendix A .l shows the 
attachm ent of each joint frame for the PUM A-type arm  and corresponding joint 
transform ations.
Jo in t i9 Jo in t n0
Link z
Link n
XE
VE
Jo in t 1
X \
Link 1
Link 0
Jo in t 0
xo
Figure 2-4: Coordinate fram e attachm ent of an n  d.o.f open kinem atic chain.
From the vector transform ation m atrices, the transform ation for the z’th  joint 
coordinate referenced to the base coordinate can be obtained by the successive 
concatenation of transform ations such th a t °T l = ° T l 1T 2...'~1T t a  function of 
(<7i,<72) —>?>)• Qi is denoted as a generalized joint variable a t the zth jo in t. To
position an end-effector in the three dimensional space, a m inim um  of six joints (six 
d.o.f.) is required, three d.o.f. for locating and the other three for the orientation. 
The to ta l transform ation from the supporting base fram e to  the end-effector frame, 
obtained via successive m atrix  concatenations, consists of a 3 by 3 orientation block 
m atrix , composed of three column vectors representing the norm al, sliding, and 
approaching directions of the end-effector, and a 3 by 1 translation  block m atrix.
O r j i E    O j i l  1 j i2  2 j>3 5 j i 6  6 ji£ ?
°n e °SE °A*
0
1 J
o 
1 I 1
0
°r e 1 0 pI Jr.€ 
1
0 ! 1
Let °N E = N, °S E =  S  °AE =  A.
N  =  normal vector 
S  =  sliding vector 
A  =  approaching vector 
°R E =  3 by 3 orientation block m atrix  
°Pe = 3 by 1 translation  block m atrix 
°T Eorld, obtained from the specified end-effector trajectory, is equal to  the con­
catenated to ta l m anipulator transform ation °TErm. By equating the two trans­
form ations, twelve transcendental equations can be obtained. Four of the sixteen
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elements are trivial. Since in °RE, A  =  N  x S, N  — S  x A, and S  =  A  x N , 
only three elements are linearly independent. From °Pe, there are another three 
linearly independent elemento. In to tal, six linearly independent equations for six 
joint variables can be obtained.
2.3  R ela tiv e  R ep resen ta tio n  o f  K in em atic  M o tio n  P a ra m eters
2.3 .1  P o sitio n
A position vector is associated with a point in space. The numerical value of 
the position depends on two frames. One in which the m easurem ent is performed 
and the other in which results are expressed. To avoid confusion, the following 
notations for a position vector are used:
°Pm = ° {°-Pm} =  position vector Pm m easured in frame 0 expressed in frame 0 
lPm = ' {*Pm} =  position vector Pm measured in frame i expressed in frame i 
‘{°Pm} =  position vector Pm measured in frame 0 expressed in fram e i
2 .3 .1 .1  T w o jo in t fram es w h ose orig ins are co in cid en t
Since there is no translation between the two frames, only the ro tational trans­
form ation for the orientation m apping is performed and the fourth component of 
the vector is dropped.
i p  % DO 0 p
O p  _ 0  p i  i n  
± m — 11 A m
iPm = f R° °R1 =  [I]
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where m  =  any point in frame i and [I] is the identity m atrix  and 
XR° =  orientation subm atrix  of *T°
W hen the point m  is the origin of frame i +  1,
°Pi+1 =° R { iPi+r = ° {{Pi+1}
2 .3 .1 .2  T w o jo in t fram es w h ose  orig in s are n ot co in cid en t
m m
»+i
Vi+l
* 0
Zi+1
Figure 2-5: Relative position vector.
The general transform ation including rotational and translational m apping is used 
(Fig. 2-5).
=  “rfV P rr 
1
°R{ °Pi 'P„
0 1 
=  °Pi + ° I P iPm 
=  °Pi + ° { iPm}
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when the point m  is the origin of frame i +  1,
°Pi+1 =° Pi +° {{Pi+l}
2 .3 .2  V elo c ity
Similarly the numerical values of the velocity vector depend on the two frames. 
One in which the differentiation is performed and the other in which the results are 
expressed. To avoid confusion, the same notation as used for a  position vector is 
applied.
A linear velocity vector a t the point m  is
°v m =  d(°Pm)/dt = +  St) - »  Pm(t))/St],
where a  differentiation is done w ith respect to frame 0 and expressed in frame 0.
*{°Fm} = ’ R° °Vm,
where a differentiation is done with respect to frame 0 and expressed in frame i. 
Note lVm — l  {*Vm} is not equal to 'R° °Vrm.
An angular velocity vector of a frame is denoted:
°W{ = relative ro tation of frame i w ith respect to frame 0 and expressed in 
frame 0
*{°PT/i} =  relative rotation of frame i with respect to frame 0 and expressed in 
frame i = ’ R° °Wi 
Note *Wi = i is not equal to iR° °Wi.
2 .3 .2 .1  T ran slation al m otion
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Two joint frames whose origins are coincident 
The tim e derivative of °Pm =° R l lPm is
d(°Pm)/dt  = ° =° R  {Pm + ° R  Y m =° R  iPm + ° {Y m}
Since ° R  does not change, °R’ — 0. Therefore,
°Vm =° {'Pm} =° {Ym}
Two joint frames whose origins are not coincident 
The tim e derivative of °Pm = ° Pi + ° R l *Pm is 
d(°Pm)/d< =° =° Vi +° R  iPm +° {Y m}
Since °R l does not change, ° R  = 0. Therefore,
°Vm =° Vi +° {Ym}
2 .3 .2 .2  R o ta tio n a l m otion
Two joint frames whose origins are coincident with a fixed tPrn 
The derivative of a rotational transform ation can be in terpreted  as three sequential 
increm ental rotational transform ations (Appendix B) or as infinitesimal rotational 
transform ations with respect to the arb itrary  axis (Appendix C).
°R ‘ ‘Pm =° r  ip m =° Wi x [°R iPm
where *0* = '  0 -  Wi,3 3
1
w it3 0 - w itl
- W i t2 w iA 0 .
=  skew symmetric m atrix  operator
and °Qi =° R  ‘ft, iR°
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°vm = ° IV <Pm =° Wi X [» #  ^  =° Wi x° {’Pm} = ° P ‘['{°IY} x* Pm] 
where °{tPm} = ° Pm since the origins of the two frames are same.
Two joint frames whose origins are coincident w ith varying lPm 
°Vm =° Wi x° {’P m} +° &  *Ym =° Wi x° {<Pm} +° {H m}
2 .3 .2 .3  G en era l M o tio n
Subscripts m and i + 1 denote a point in fram e i and the origin of frame i +  1 
respectively. Let Zf+i =  l+1Z;+i.
°Vn  = ° Fi +° Wi x° {^P*,} + ° {*Vra}
°v i+1 = ° Vi + ° TV, x° {*P,+1} +° {Y i+1}
If joint i +  1 is prism atic, Y + i = t R i+'(d i+i Z«'+1)-
If joint i +  1 is revolute, Y + i =  0.
For joint i +  1,
°Vi+1 =  , °IA +° Wi x° {*P,+1} revolute
'°V i +° TY x° {*Pi+1} +° R t+1 (di+1z i+1) prism atic
i{°Vi+1} = iR° °Vi+1
= /  +*' {°Wi} x* Pi+1 revolute
V {°K } + ' {°TVj} x l P i+1 -f* P l+1(dj+1z,+1) prism atic
*+1{°^+ i}  =  i+1R* T W
=  / i+1R l +*’ {°TVi} x 1' P i+1] revolute
W i R i +i {0W .y x i p .+i| +  rf.+lZ.+1 prism atic
Angular velocity of frame i + 1 is
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°Wi+i =  °Wi +° R{ {Wi+1
= ^ °Wi + ° i2'+1(^i+iZi+]) revolute 
0 Wx prism atic
''{0Wi+i} = /{ ° W i}  + { # +1(0i+iz i+i) revolute
'*{0VFj} prism atic
i+1{°Wi+1} 4+1 #  4{0Wi} +  0*+i*»+i revolute
t+1R l l{°Wi} prism atic
2 .3 .3  A cce lera tio n
2 .3 .3 .1  L inear a ccelera tion  in  a general m otion
Linear acceleration of any arb itrary  point m  in frame i which is in a  general 
m otion, is expressed
°Am = d(°Vm)/dt
= ° Ai + ° Wi x ° f P m} + ° Wi x [°Wi x ° {iPm}] +  2°W{ x° {'Vn}  + ° {*Am} 
where °W{ x [°Wi x ° {*Pm}] =  centrifugal acceleration and 
2°Wi x 0 !*!^,} =  Coriolis acceleration.
The above expression can be used to  obtain the linear acceleration of the joint frame 
i + 1.
For a  revolute joint i +  1,
{A i+1 =  0
M ,+1 =» A w  + °  Wi x» {■'/>•+,} + °  Wi x \°W, x° { 'P f+1}]
' { ° 4 +1} = j { ° 4 +1} +‘ {"Wt] x* P i+1 + ‘ {«W,} x [i{°Wi} x ’ P i+1]
i + 1 { ° - W  = i + 1  re f X i * , }
The acceleration of an arb itrary  point m  in frame i +  1 is 
°Am = “ 4 + i  + °  W'i+i x °  {i+ lP m} + ° W'i+1 x [°H',+i x" {i+ ,P m}) 
i+1{ ° x U  = i+1 { ° < W  + i+1 {°W'i+1} x i+I Pm
+ i+1 { ° » W  x [i+1{0Wi+1} x * 1 P m ]
For a  prism atic joint i + 1,
^ t+ l  =* -R<+1(^i+lzi+l)
°Ai+1 = °  Ai + °  Wi x °  {fP i+1} + °  Wi x [°Wi x °  {‘P + i} ]
+  2°W{ x °  #+ '(di+1*i+1) + °  R i+1(di+i* i+i)
*{°Ai+1} =< {°Ai} +*' {°Wi} x i Pi+1 +*' {°ITt} x [ ^ W i}  x-' P i+1]
+  2i{°Wi} x i Ri+1(di+1zi+1) +* P i+1(di+1zi+1) 
•+1{ °^ + i}  = i+1 &  [ '{ % }  {°Wi} x*' Pi+l + ‘ {°TTt} x f{°W i} x *P i+1]]
+  2 '+1{°W/i} x </i+iZi+i) +  di+1zi+1 
The acceleration of an arb itrary  point m  in frame i 4- 1 is 
°Am = ° A i+1 +° Wi+1 X° {*+» Pm} + ° Wi+1 x [°Wi+1 x° {i+1Pm}] 
i+1{ % n }  =*+1 {°Ai+1} + ’+1 {°Wi+1} x ^ 1 Pm
+i+1 {°W i+1} x  [,'+1{°Wi+1} x i+1 Pm]
2 .3 .3 .2  A n gu lar acceleration
For a revolute joint i +  1, differentiating °Wi+i yields
°W'-+1 - °  Wi + °  Wi x° Ri+i(9i+iz i+1) + °  Ri+1(0i+i z i+1)
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°{°Wi+1} =l {°Wi} -p  {°Wi} x i i T + ^ m ^ + i )  + f R i+1(0i-m *+ i) 
i+1{ ° * W  = i+1 i°Wi}  + i+1 {°FF,} x (0i+1z,+1) +  0i+xzi+i 
For a prism atic joint i + 1, from °Wi+1 =° Wh 
°Wi+1 Wi
l {°lF i+1} ='■ R° °Wi {0TFi} 
i+1{°TFf+1} = i+1 &  i{°Wi}
2 .3 .4  E x a m p les  o f  R ecu rsio n  o f  K in em atic  V ariab les
The relative expressions for position, velocity, and acceleration of each link can be
obtained recursively using the results derived above in a specific example (Fig. 2-6):
Let zi =  *Zi.
For link 1 (revolute joint),
°Pi =  [ 0 0 l0 ]r , °W0 = 0, °JFo =  0, °Vj =  0, and %  =  0 
°W l=0 W0 +° R \0 iz a)
i f l V j  =  0lZl 
=  *1 * 1  
1{°Vi}=0 
H % }  =  0
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Figure 2-6: Schematic diagram  of serially connected links.
For link 2 (revolute joint),
2 {°w 2} =2 i21{ ° w 1} +  e2z2 = 2 r 1^  0  +  e2z2
2{0W2} —2 1 { 0 ^ }  + 2 #1 1 ( 0 ^ }  X ( 0 2Z 2 ) +  6*2Z2
= 2 /21((9iZx) -f2 jR ^^Z x) x ($2z2) +  02z2
2{0Fz} =2 Vi} + 1 {0W i}  X1 p 2]
=  2 ^ [ ( t f i Z i )  X 1 P 2]
2{ M 2} = 2 + 1 { ° m }  x 1 P 2 + 1 {0TFX} x P { ° m }  X 1 P 2]]
=  2 # [ ( * ! Zj) x 1 P 2 +  (^Z x) X P x Z l)  X 1 P J]
For link 3 (prism atic joint),
3{°W3} = 3 R 2 2{°W2} 
3 {0 ^ 3} = 3 R2 2 {0 ^ 2} 
3{0y3} =3 R*[*{°V2} + 2 |0 W72J. x2 p3] + ^
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—3 i22[2i?1 [(^iZi X1 P 2] + 2 +  ^2 ^2] X2 P 3 ] -f- CZ3 Z3
3{°A3} = 3 P 2[2{°A2} + 2 {°W 2} x 2 P 3 + 2 { ° ^ 2} x [2{°TT2} x 2 P3]] +  rf3z3 
These recursive representations of kinem atic motion param eters can be applied to 
solve the direct kinem atic problem.
2 .4  N u m erica l I tera tiv e  S o lu tio n
To move the end-effector in a specified direction at a specified speed, it is nec­
essary to coordinate the m otion of the individual joints. To coordinate the joint 
m otions, it is usual to form ulate a m anipulator Jacobian, which is in general, the 
differential coefficient m atrix  of the set of equations relating the velocity sta te  of 
the end-effector to the joint rates. At a given arm  configuration, a  m anipulator 
Jacobian shows the infinitesimal relationship between the joint displacements and 
end-effector location and orientation displacements.
A m anipulator Jacobian m atrix  can be form ulated in various ways. For a 
simple structured  m anipulator having a specific geometry, due to  the coincidental 
joint axes or parallel joint axes, the structure  of the Jacobian is greatly simplified 
and an analytic inversion of Jacobian is allowed [Ref. 28].
Physically, each column vector of the Jacobian represents the velocity of the 
end-effector generated by the corresponding joint m otion, when all other joints are 
immobilized. The first three rows of each column vector are related to the linear 
m otion of the end-effector and the other three rows are related to  the angular mo­
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tion.
At any position, the to ta l transform ation from the base frame to the end-effector 
can be represented as a function of each joint variable. Suppose °Tjs and are
the overall transform ations at the starting  and target positions respectively. Trans­
form ations between the successive joint frames i — 1 and i are denoted by T{ and is 
a function of 9 ,-, the ith  joint variable, such th a t
Ti(qi) =° r'(9i) = /(s.)
7 2 (9 2 ) =1 T 2(q2) = / (g 2 )
T6(qe) = 5 T e(q6) =  / ( * )
The to ta l transform ation at the starting  and target positions are
°T6(t0) =  / { 9 1 (h)), 9 2 (h)), —,9e(h>)} to is the initial tim e
°T 6( ti)  =  /{ 9 i( to ) ,9 2 (h )),—,96(t0)} h  is the final time
The difference between the transform ations between the starting  and target posi­
tions is
A ° r 6 = ° T 6^ ) - 0 T 6(t0)
= ° T 6(t0 + A t ) - ° T 6(t0)
Differentiating with respect to tim e t yields
d?T6/d t = lim At^o&0T 6( t ) /A t
=  (dT1/dq1)2T*{dq1/ d t ) + T l(dT2/dq2)*T*{dq2/dt)  +  ...
+  °THdT6/dq6)(dqG/d t )
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From  the relation of the infinitesimal movement, a  system of twelve linear equations 
is form ulated with n(n = 6) unknown joint variable displacements.
A 0T«(t) = (dT1/dql )2T 6 Aq1 + T1(dT2/dq2f T e Aq2 +  . . .+  °T*(dT6/dq6)A q 6
°J2 °Je
Instead of form ulating a 6 by n Jacobian by choosing six linearly independent equa­
tions, the extended Jacobian(12 by n) is form ulated and A °T 6 is rearranged to 
A T (12 by 1 column vector).
A T  =° J  A q
Ti A T : . . .
<! from L
A T i A T2 A T 3 A  T4
A r 5 A  T6 a t 7 ATs
a t 9 A T 10 ATu A T12
0 0 0 1
=  com putable numeric m atrix  
A q  =  [Agi Aq2 ... Ag6]r  :: n(n  =  6) by 1 column vector 
°J =  m anipulator Jacobian 
Each column of °J is rearranged as a 12 by 1 column vector from 0 J, such th a t
° J i  = a i , l Ot,2 ®j,3 ®i, 4
a i,S a i ,  6 a i ,  7 a i, 8
a i ,  9 a i,10 « t ,U a »,12
0 0 0 1
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°J — r a lfl a2,i ... a 5il a,61 '
°1,2 <*2,2 <*5,2 <*6,2
<*1,12 <*2,12 ••• <*5,12 <*6,12
12 by n (n  =  6) extended Jacobian m atrix
For a revolute joint i,
dTi/dqi =  |" -S q i
OL{ — \(y qi 
S&i-iCqi 
0
For a prism atic joint i , 
dT, /  dg, =  0
-  C?, 0
— Ccti-iSqi 0
— Scti-xSqi 0
0
0
0
0
0 
0 
0 
0
0
0
-  S««-1
— Ca{_ i
0
The above m atrix  equation is over constrained, twelve linear equations with 
n(n  =  6) unknown joint variables. Using the modified general Gauss-elimination 
which utilizes the LU decomposition generated from the m axim um  pivoting Gauss- 
elim ination with corresponding row and column swap, the feasible change of joint 
variables can be obtained for the movement of the end-effector. The rank of the
extended Jacobian, the coefficient m atrix  of the equations, is determ ined during the
m axim um  pivoting process. For the underconstrained case such th a t the rank is 
less than  the num ber of d.o.f. of a  m anipulator, the joint variable changes which 
are not relatively significant are forced to zero.
The joint range constraints are im plemented while form ulating the extended 
Jacobian by forcing bad joint movements to  their bounds. The corresponding col­
um n vector of the extended Jacobian for the bad joint variable movement is set to 
zero. Joint movements obtained from the modified general Gauss-elimination are 
first tested to see if movements are large enough to satisfy the given resolution of 
the joint variable. For this checking, the norm  of the joint variable movement( A q) 
is defined as the m axim um  absolute value assuming th a t every joint has the same 
resolution. The resolution check is used to determ ine whether or not the solution 
obtained from the Gaussian elim ination is significant.
If the joint change is out of the joint resolution limit and the m anipulator is 
still away from the target configuration, the Gaussian routine has a bad direction 
(divergency) or falls into a pitfall resulting in instability. This unstable situation 
usually occurs for large joint movements and near or at a singular configuration. 
Since Gaussian elimination is used to solve the linear equations form ulated on in­
finitesimal relations, there is an inherent drawback in the algorithm .
Additional remedies were developed to fix this instability. After the resolution 
check the joint solutions were tested  again to see if m otion was toward the goal by 
checking the norm  of the new transform ation difference, A °T6 = ° Tj-arget —0 TiTpdate.
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The norm  of the transform ation difference is defined as a m axim um  absolute value 
among the elements of the normalized m atrix . A norm alization is done to equally 
weight the translational and orientational blocks of the m atrix . The orientation 
difference between any two states lies in the range of — 2 and 2 because the sine and 
cosine functions always lie between —1 and 1. Each element of the translational 
block is divided by the m axim um  horizontal reach of a given m anipulator resulting 
into a normalized bound of —2 and 2.
Norm of T  = m ax of [Ai2, (A P ) /L max]
where Lmax is maxim um  horizontal distance of the arm.
As the norm  of the  updated transform ation difference converges toward the target 
s ta te , each joint valiable is updated  and the updated to ta l transform ation is formed. 
It is then tested for convergence. The convergency criteria of l .E —5 is used to 
confirm the validity of the joint variable for the target state. If the updated  tran s­
form ation difference is to be readjusted, the Gauss elim ination routine and other 
steps are repeated until the desired joint trajectory is obtained. For the case 
th a t the norm  of the updated transform ation difference is not reduced, the joint 
movements are reduced by half and tested again for resolution and convergency.
An efficient direct m inimum search routine is used to  make the numerical itera­
tive algorithm  stable for any task movement. W hen joint solutions obtained from 
the Gaussian routine violate the resolution lim it w ithout satisfying the target sta te , 
the direct m inimum search is executed. The direct search minimizes the norm of
the transform ation difference between the previously specified reference sta te  and 
the target state. The reference position as an initial inpu t vector set for a direct 
m inim um  search can be specified from the critical configurations of the arm , such as 
the fully extended vertical and horizontal configurations. For a PUM A-type arm, 
five reference positions were selected (Fig. 2-7). These reference configurations 
determ ined from the workspace boundary can be applied to m ost m anipulators, 
including redundant d.o.f. arm s. From the transform ation difference between the 
reference states and target states, the searching order of the reference configurations 
are determ ined.
Since the role of the m inim um  search is to com pensate for the divergency of 
the Gaussian elim ination routine, it is not required to be a real optim um . Once 
joint variables near a m inimum solution are obtained, the program  again utilizes 
the Gaussian routine and other previously m entioned steps. This approach is 
com putationally efficient since it does not consume CPU tim e attem pting  to cor­
rect the divergence in the Gaussian routine, but directly searches for the  direction 
toward the convergency. It does not a ttem pt the exact optim um  joint solution. 
The modified general Gaussian elim ination combined with direct m inim um  search 
is stable at or near singular and limit positions of a m anipulator and is stable for 
any large joint movement.
A nother approach, adopting interm ediate target states has been tried. The 
interm ediate target position is linearly specified by dividing the transform ation dif-
Figure 2-7: Five reference configurations for a  PUM A-type arm .
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ference by half. Finely divided intervals based on the above scheme usually can 
not avoid the divergence of the Gaussian iteration for a large joint movement which 
makes a drastic change in an arm  configuration. Once the Gaussian routine has di­
verged, the scheme of introducing the interm ediate target transform ation difference 
is not suitable for making it converge if the source of divergence of the Gaussian 
routine is not the m agnitude of the orientation and location differences. Since 
the orientation difference involves a highly nonlinear function, the linearly divided 
transform ation difference cannot handle the nonlinearity of the orientation properly. 
Given the numerical difference of the orientation between the starting  and target 
states, the interm ediate target orientation cannot be analytically predicted w ithout 
knowing the corresponding wrist joint variables.
The flow chart for the numerical iterative algorithm  for an inverse kinematic 
solution is shown in Fig. 2-8.
2.5 S u m m ary
Geometric and relative m otion relations of the links and joints of a m anipula­
tor were modeled using DH link param eters based on the homogeneous coordinate 
transform ation. The relative representation of position, velocity and acceleration 
with respect to the local link coordinate frame was performed in a uniform and 
analytic way using the vector and m atrix  approach.
In Appendix A, as orientation mehanisms, Euler and RPY spherical wrists were
analyzed in conjunction with DH link param eters. The closed-form solution for 
the spherical wrists were derived. Singular states were also analyzed. An an­
alytic inverse kinematic solution was derived for a  simple structured  m anipulator, 
PUM A-type arm , using the relative representation of the kinematic variables devel­
oped. Singular states were identified from the closed-form solution and the limit 
configurations of the arm.
An efficient and stable numerical m ethod was developed based on the modified 
Gauss elim ination mixed with a  nonderivative direct m inim um  search. The algo­
rithm  is stable at the singular configuration and always gives one of the possible 
solutions for any task assignment.
Figure 2-8: Flow chart of the inverse kinem atic solution algorithm
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Continue
C H A PTER  3 
DYNAM IC MODELING A N D  ANALYSIS
3.1 In tro d u ctio n
An analysis of m anipulator dynamics yields inform ation useful in the design of 
m anipulator structure, joints, actuators, and controllers. It is also valuable for 
motion tra jectory  planning. A m ajor role of m anipulator dynam ic analysis is the 
generation of joint torque profiles to  drive a m anipulator in a desired way. Since 
feedforward com putation of the inverse dynamics will improve the performance of 
the feedback control system [Ref. 35,36], the torque profile for each joint for a spe­
cific task can be applied as a reference input.
M anipulator dynamic response to input joint torques is characterized by a set 
of coupled, nonlinear, second-order differential equations. The coefficients of the 
dynamic model, which depend explicitly on the instantaeneous configuration state 
of the m anipulator, are described by a  lengthy formula, especially as the num ber of 
d.o.f. increases.
The m athem atical model can be approached analytically two m ain ways, the 
Newton-Euler (NE) form ulation [Ref. 29,30] and the Lagrange-Euler (LE) formu­
lation [Ref. 31-33]. Both form ulations characterize identical dynamic behavior; 
however, their structures are inherently different. Silver [Ref. 34] shows th a t the 
difference between the two form ulations is due to  the representation of the angular
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velocity vector. The results of the LE form ulation can be derived exactly from the 
NE form ulation by virtual work argum ents, while the results from the NE formula­
tion can be obtained identically from the LE formulation by expressing recursions 
and by using a vector representation of angular velocity [Ref. 35].
The NE form ulation incorporates all the forces and moments acting on each link 
including coupling forces and moments on the connecting joints. Since the force 
and torque equations derived from the NE m ethod include the constraint forces 
acting between the adjacent links, a projection of the force and torque onto the 
joint axis is required to obtain an explicit relation between the working joint force 
and torque and the joint variable.
The LE form ulation provides a compact solution to the inverse dynamics ex­
plicitly in term s of joint torques and joint displacements. The derivation is simpler 
and more system atic than  the NE method. The structured closed-form allows a 
physical insight into the complex dynamic behavior of the m anipulator, but it has 
a drawback of com putational inefficiency [Ref. 31]. The com putationally efficient 
recursive NE m ethod [Ref. 29] lacks the compact closed-form structure but it is 
appropriate for sim ulation and real time control applications. Both formulations 
are reviewed briefly in this chapter using the results obtained from the kinematic 
analysis.
To investigate the complex dynamic behavior of the m anipulator motion, the 
structural properties and the physical interpretation of the dynamic coefficient terms
are stated  first. The relative significance of each term  for following a  specified tra ­
jectory is presented through a case study. The relation between the joint actuators 
and the m anipulator performance for a specific tra jectory  is determ ined under the 
m inim um  tim e motion strategy.
A general solution algorithm , developed in chapter 4 for a m inim um  tim e point- 
to-point tra jectory  subject to  dynamic actuator torque constraints, is applied to 
investigate the interaction between m anipulator design and dynam ic coefficients. 
This is done by comparison of various simulations. Using two and three d.o.f. 
p lanar m anipulators and specific motion tasks, the conventional straight line tra ­
jectory in joint space and the minimum tim e motion tra jectory  are performed. A 
detailed comparison is made between the two solutions for each motion task with 
the emphasis on the torque contribution of each dynamic coefficient. The com­
puter graphic simulation results of motion effects and relative contributions of the 
dynamic term s are presented. The motion profiles are presented in Cartesian and 
joint configuration spaces.
The simulation results provide valuable inform ation for understanding the com­
plex behavior of the dynamic m anipulator motion and for improving m anipulator 
performance. Concepts of this chapter could be extended to  determ ine optim um  
feedforward torque requirem ents for each joint actuator for a specified task.
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3.2  N ew to n -E u ler  F orm u lation
Newton’s equation of m otion applied to link i yields (Fig. 3-1) 
=  m i ’{% <}
o
Figure 3-1: Link i under linear motion.
Euler’s equation of motion applied to link i yields (Fig. 3-2)
* { ° iV , }  = «  U i f W i }  +*' { ° W i }  X [ciI i  ‘ { ° ^ } ] ,  
where °FCJ- and ° iV , denote the net force and torque applied to  link i. m-i is the 
mass of link i. ctIi is the m oment of inertia of link i w ith respect to  the centroid 
coordinate frame ci. The fram e ci is located at the centroid of link i and has the 
same orientaion as joint fram e i resulting in c,/j =* Jj. Appendix D shows the 
derivation of the above expression and the structure of the inertia  tensor ’/,• and 
transform ation between *1; and °Ii.
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i{°Wi}
Vi i{oN .y 
Figure 3-2: Link i under angular motion.
From the free body force diagram  of link i (Fig. 3-3), the equation of a  linear motion 
of link i is obtained.
‘{ V i }  - *  { * /< « >  +  <{•»}  -  { ° ^ >  * =
This can be expressed in the fixed inertial frame 0 such th a t 
°fi - °  f i+i + m i ° g  -  mi °Aci =  0 i =  1, ...,n
J « « )
{”/,}
*
‘{°/i} =  force exerted on link i by link i — 1 
—*{°/i+1} =  force exerted on link i by link i + 1
=  — force exerted on link i +  1 by link i
Figure 3-3: Free body force diagram  of link i.
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From the free body m im ent diagram  of link i (Fig. 3-4), the equation of angular 
motion for link i is obtained.
Pci { ° f i }  +  [*P i+ l  Pa)  X  ( - T / . + J )  + * ’ { V }  { V + l }
= c< Ii +*' {°Wt} x [«Ji ’{°TVi}] i =  1 ,..., n
Expressing the above in the fixed inertial frame 0 yields 
- ^ P c i }  X °  f i  +  [ ° { i P i+ 1 }  - °  V P d } ]  X ( - ° / i + i )  + °  Tli Tli+I 
= ( ° P i ciIi W f W i  + °  Wi x [(OR1 ciIi *'JF2°)°Wi] i = 1, . . . ,n  
Transform ation between °J, and l7  is defined such th a t (Appendix D)
°It =° R' ciIi iR° =° R' 7, lP°
‘7i =*' P ° °/i
z*+l
- - - - W
o, + 1
'{ °n *} =: torque exerted on link i by link i — 1 
—’{°™t+i} =  torque exerted on link i by link i + 1
=  — torque exerted on link i -f 1 by link i
Figure 3-4: Free body moment diagram  of link i.
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Since the derived equation of motion involves the coupling forces and moments 
°fi and °rii which include the workless internal constraint forces, the internal con­
strain ts should be isolated from the coupling forces and torques to obtain the inde­
pendent input joint force and torque. The centroidal velocity and acceleration of 
link i are not independent bu t are coupled through the arm  linkages. Therefore, 
some arrangem ents are required to have an explicit relation of independent input 
joint torques and ou tpu t joint variables, referred to  as the closed-form dynamic 
equation [Ref. 35].
R ecu rsive  N ew to n -E u ler  F orm ulation
Luh et. al [Ref. 29] showed a com putationally efficient algorithm  for obtain­
ing the joint force and torque by utilizing the recursion of kinem atic and dynamic 
variables. The velocities and accelerations are com puted recursively from frame 0 
to  the end-effector frame (forward iteration). Their algorithm  is briefly reviewed 
here using the results from the kinematic analysis of chapter 2 .
To use the invariant property of the inertia tensor; th a t is, th a t the mass mo­
m ent of inertia  of the link is constant when it is expressed in its own attached link 
coordinate frame, the kinem atic and dynamic variables are expressed in the local 
link frame.
(Forward Ite ra tion :: i -  0 ,1 ,..., n — 1)
From the recursive expression of kinematic variables presented in section 2.3, 
the angular and linear velocity and acceleration of joint i +  1 are obtained.
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(Revolute Joint)
i+ 1{ ° W i + i }  =i+1 { ° W i}  +  Oi+iZi+i
i+1{°wi+1} {°Wi} + f+1 {°Wi} x ei+1 z i+1 +  ei+1z i+1
,+1{ ° W  = i+1 #  U 0^ }  + ' {°wi} x ’' Ph-i] 
i+ 1 { 0 ^ + i }  = i+1 &  [ ' { % ■ }  +* {°Wi} x*  P i+1 + '  {°Wi} x  [ H 0^ }  X ’ P i+ 1 ]]
(Prism atic Joint)
i + 1 { ° w i + 1 }  = i+1 { ° w i }  
i+ 1 { ° w l + l }  = i+ 1  { ° w i }
i+ 1 { ° K + i }  = i+1 R { [‘ T O  +*' i ° W i }  x* P i+ 1 ] +  i + i * i +1 
i+ 1 { 0 ^ i + i }  = ‘+1 #  [ * { % • }  + *  { ° W i }  x * Pi+1 + f { ° Wi }  x  p { 0^ }  x *  P i+ 1 ]]
+  2*+1{°W/j} x di+1 zi+1 + di+1zi+1 
The linear acceleration of the centroid of link i +  1 is expressed in frame i +  1 
i+' { ° A ci+1}  = i+1 { 0A i+1} + i+' { ° W i+1}  x i+1Pa+i  + i+1{ ° W i+1}  x  [i + i m + i }  x ’ P ci+1] 
(Backward Iteration :: i =  n , n — 1 , 1 )
The gravity effect on the link can be elim inated by assigning a fictitious acceleration 
to  fram e 0 , °Ao =  gz0.
(Force Equation)
T / J  = f { ° F a } + i { ° f i + 1}
(Moment Equation)
’ { V }  =*■ { ° N ci}  + *  { V + i }  + *  Pci x { { ° / i }  +  (*'Pi+ 1 - *  Pci] X*- { ° / i + i }
^ V }  =<  { ° N ci}  +< {°r?.,+ i }  +*’ Pci x*  { °Fci}  +<  P t+1 x { { ° / i + i }
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where i{°Fci} =< {»/<} f / i+1}
—n{°fn+ 1 } =  —n{0 /e }  is the external force acting on the end-effector, where both 
subscripts n  +  1 and E denote an end-effector frame. The equivalent joint force 
and torque is obtained as follows, 
prism atic joint — > T, =  [*{0 /t} ]r Zi 
revolute joint — ► Ti =  [’{0 u t-}]r Zi
3 .3  L agrange-E uler F orm ulation
Since the LE form ulation describes the dynamic behavior of a system in term s 
of work and energy stored in the system, the internal constraint forces involved in 
the system are autom atically elim inated and the closed-form solution can be derived 
system atically in any coordinate system. The Lagrangian L is defined
L(q,q) = K E (q ,  q) -  P E (q)
q =  generalized coordinate
K E ( q, q) =  total kinetic energy stored in the system
P E ( q) =  to tal potential energy stored in the system
The Lagrangian equation of motion of the dynamic system is
d . d L .  d L  . „ „
d t [d q )  dq{ ~ Qi  ’ ’ - ’ n
where Q, is the generalized work input force corresponding to  qi accounting for all
the work producing forces and moments acting on the arm  except gravity and other
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potential type loads.
3 .3 .1  K in etic  E n ergy
The kinetic energy of link i described in a symbolic m atrix  form is
K E i  =  i m a n y 1' +  ±[°Wi\T %  ° W {
0K; =° Vi +° R' % i  
° W i = ° W i _ 1 + °  & { 0 i Z i )
°Ii =° R' %  {R°
where °yc, and °VF, are the linear velocity at the centroid and the angular velocity of 
link i with respect to the inertial frame 0  and expressed in frame 0 . °Ii is the inertia 
tensor at the centroid of link i w ith respect to the reference frame. °Fct and °Wi 
should be expressed using the independent generalized coordinates. Choosing the 
joint variables as generalized coordinates, the following relations can be obtained 
from the definition of the Jacobian.
° K i  = 0  J n , i 4 l  + °  J +  ••• + °  JL i, iQ i
° W d  J a i ^ I  + °  J A 2,i^2  +  ••• + °  JA i, iQ i  
where °JLj,i and °JAj,i are the j t h  column vector of the 3 by n Jacobian submatrices 
and for linear and angular velocity of link i respectively. and
°JAj,i are defined
=  AJJP*,- +  AJpJP*, x"
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=  A* ' R ’zj
where A is a boolean param eter defined as 1 for a prism atic joint and 0 for a revolute 
jo in t j  and A* =  1 — A.
Also;
°JLj,i =  0  f o r  j  > i
= 0  f o r  j  > i
Therefore,
Let
%  =  £  °JLm i  "Wt =  £  ’ Jj u m
3 =  1 j = 1
Vt,q = £  ° J a , A  = £
J--1 3=1
The kinetic, energy of link i  is expressed as
KE,  =  ^m,{[0Jl ,,-q]r j0J iliiq]} +  i{ [° 7 A,fq]T “J, [V a .* ]}
The to ta l kinetic energy of the system  is
K E  =  i  £ [ m i{ [V l „q]I-[VL„q]} +  i { [ 0.7A,q]T %  [°JA,q ]}
jqT (^q) q
where
B ( q) =  £ [m ,{ [° J I,,i]3'[V l ,j] +  [V a ,]1, «/,• [V A„]]
1 =  1
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In an indicial form,
K . E  =  5 £  £  Hu  ?. i ,
Z i-1 j=l
3 .3 .2  P o ten tia l E n erg y
P E = ' £ - m ° g T ° P ci
i =1
3 .3 .3  G en era lized  Force
Using the  principle of virtual work, the generalized force Q =  \Qi Q2 ... Qn]T is 
obtained by com puting the v irtual work done by all the work producing forces and 
torques acting on the arm.
SWork  =  \Tjoint]T Sq +  [°Tend]r S°Pe 
where Tjoint =  [Ji T2 ... Tn)r  is the joint force and torque. °Tend is an external 
force and torque , ° /„ +i =° / e  and °nn+i =° n ^ , applied at the end-effector. 
8°Pe is the virtual displacement of the end-effector at the point of load application. 
Since 6°Pe =° J  8q,
SWork  =  [Tjoint +  [°J]T °Tend}T 8q
=  Q T *q
Therefore, Q =  Tjoint +  [°J]r  °Tend
3 .3 .4  F orm u lation  o f  th e  E q u a tio n s o f  M otion
d ' d L  _  d d K E  
di dqi di dqi
= .7=1
j - i  j = i
where
r f g j j  _  A  dHj j  . 
dt ^  %  9fc 
3 L  _  d A ' E  _  d P E  
dqi dqi dqi
where
d K E  l " ” d Hj k . . .
■ * r  =  s S S ' a r * * 1
d F £  ^  0 r a»FtJ,
=  g 1- " * 1 91 ^ r 1
=  E [ - m / 9 JT V u J
3 = 1
d® P ■where is same as the *th column vector of °Jl j .
Substitu ting the above equations into the Lagrangian equation of motion yields 
for i =  l , 2 , . ..,n
n n n orr - i n n  orr n
£ ! « * « , :  +  £  «»•] -  5  £  -  £ K ! M T =  Q>
j = i  j = i  fc=i a ? fc z  i = i  * = i ™  i = i
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Let
0 £Ty 1  SHjh 
° w‘ “  dqu 2 a,,
and
0 ,  =  -  E K i y  °Ju j ]
3 =1
Ti = Qi
Finally, w ithout considering mechanical dissipation and end-effector loads, the 
equation of motion for an n  d.o.f. rigid-body arm  can be given in an indicial form,
n n n
X] Hijqi +  XI 5Z tfjCWfc +  =  ?i(<) fo r  i -  1 ,..., n  [3.1]
.7 =  1 j = i  fc=i
or in a symbolic m atrix  form such tha t
H{ q)q +  C (q ,q ) +  G(q) =  T(t)
Each term  in the left-hand side computes the effect of an inertia. The first, 
term  is the direct inertia  effect due to the joint accelerations. The second term  is 
the centrifugal and Coriolis effect due to the joint velocities. The th ird  term  is the 
gravity effect. Ti is the work input component of force or torque acting on joint i 
and is referred to as the nominal force or torque at joint i. The dynamic motion 
effects and the relative contribution of these three term s to the resulting torque 
at joint i depend on the state  of movement of all the joints. The effects of the 
three term s are the current subject of controversy related to m anipulator controller 
design, structure design, and tra jectory  planning.
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3 .4  D y n a m ic  C o effic ien t T e rm s
3.4 .1  D ire c t  I n e r t ia l  C o e ffic ien t, Hij
The direct inertial coefficient H{j is configuration dependent and contributes to 
a reacting force and torque on link i due to  the acceleration of link j .
Hu{i =  j ) ,  referred to as the effective inertia  of jo in t z, is com puted as the total 
m oment of inertia of links k > i acting on joint i and is defined such th a t
n
Ha — ^2  °/fc fo r  a revolute jo in t  i
k~i
n
Hu — ^2  mk fo r  a prismatic jo in t  i
k=i
Using the parallel axis theorem  of inertia tensors, °Iie is formed as 
° Ik=  °{kh }  + m.k |°P cfc| 2 
and Hu is a function of qi+1. . .  qn.
Hij{i 7  ^ j ) ,  referred to as coupling inertia  between joint z and j ,  is defined 
for revolute joint i and j ,
B y  = £ [  mt(V  x °{iPcl })T X T P * } )  + “{‘A} ]
k—h
for prism atic joints i and j ,
B y  = ( V  \ )  £ ,  m„
k=h
for prism atic jo int i and revolute joint j ,
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for revolute joint i and prism atic joint j ,
H.j = x “{‘Prf} £  m k
k=h
where h = max(?’j ) .
M atrix H is symmetric and positive-definite since the quadratic form associated 
w ith H com putes kinetic energy.
3 .4 .2  C e n tr ifu g a l a n d  C o rio lis  C o e ffic ien ts , Cjk(i)
Centrifugal and Coriolis coefficients Cjk(i) characterize the forces and torques 
acting on joint i due to the coupled motion of the links. Coefficient Cjj(i)(j  =  k ) 
represents the centrifugal effect on joint i due to the motion of link j .  Coefficient 
Cjk(i)(j 7  ^ k ) represents the Coriolis effect on joint i due to the motion of links 
j  and k. Cjk(i) can be obtained from the coordinate dependence of the inertial 
coefficients through the Christoffel symbol [Ref. 37] such th a t
^  I ' d H i j  , d H ik d H j k ,
c * ( t ) = 2 (^ r +  9 ^  “  ‘ a s " 1
Since H{j is a function of ga+1 . . .  qn and s=m in(i,j), dHij/dqk =  0  for k < s. Cjj(i) 
and Cjk(i) are form ulated such th a t [Ref. 38]
Cjj(i) = 1 d Hj j fo r  i > j
2  dqj
0  fo r  i — j
dHjj
dqj
fo r  i < j
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and
C » ( i )
r 1 ,8Hij  dHj k , ,  . ,  , .
2 ( % T  ~& T  f o r J < k „
1 , d H ik dHj k , t  , ,  . .
2 ( % - - - a ^ r >  / « ■ * < > , .
1  Sf fy
2 ( a «  +  a , j ) / « • « < ; , *
Note (7,jfc derived previously (i?g. 3.1) and C'jfc(i) yield the same results but 
have the different structures. The Coriolis coefficient has sym m etry i.e., Cjk(i) =  
Ckj(i) from the symmetric property of H and has noninteracting and reflective 
coupling properties defined as Cji(i) =  0  for j  < i and Cjk{i) = —Cji(k) for j  < i , k  
respectively [Ref. 39]. The non-interacting property  shows th a t no Coriolis effect 
is observed at joint i if the motion of joint i is coupled with the motion of any link 
j  < i. The reflective coupling property shows the coupling effect, on joint i, caused 
by link j  < i (inner link with respect to link i) and link k > j  (outer link with 
respect to link j ) ,  is equal and opposite to  the coupling effect on joint k > j  (outer 
joint with respect to joint j ) ,  caused by links j  (inner link w ith respect to  link i) 
and i.
3 .4 .3  G ravity  C oefficien t, Gi
G{ accounts for the effect of the gravity and is configuration dependent. It 
represents the moments and forces created by the masses m ; . . .  m „ a t the joint axis
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i and is defined such th a t
Gi = ry "  m 7'g r (°zt x ° Pcj) f or a revolute jo in t  i
3=1
L£  n ijg 7  °zi fo r  a prismatic jo in t  i
j=i
For a prism atic joint i ,
g r  °zi = 0 and Gi = 0 at °Zj _L g
g r  °Zj =  ± |g | and (?i =  ± (m i +  . . .  +  m n)|g | at °zi || g
3 .4 .4  R ela tiv e  S ign ificance and D yn am ic  P erform an ce
A straight line tra jectory  in joint configuration space is considered as a  desired 
tra jectory  in this simulation. A two d.o.f. p lanar arm  specified as shown in Fig.
3-5 was used to move w ithout gravity from [-0 .5 ,-1 .0 ]  to  [0.5,1.0] in joint space.
Profiles of joint torques and other motion param eters were obtained under m ini­
m um tim e motion. The equations of motion for a  two d.o.f. p lanar arm  are shown 
in A ppendix E. Torque limits of each joint were assigned as constant values of 
±500Nm  for case 1 and ±100Nm  for case 2.
The resulting sim ulated elapsed and switching times to perform  a straight line 
tra jectory  in joint space are 0.586 second and 0.293 second for case 1 and 1.31 
second and 0.655 second for case 2. For the given specific trajectory, case 1 is 
much faster than  case 2. Relative contributions of direct inertia, centrifugal and 
Coriolis term s to  nominal joint torque are shown in Fig. 3-6 (Case 1) and Fig. 3-7
yJoint 2
Joint 1
ni! =  50kg m 2 =  30kg 
h — I2 =  0.5m 
hi =  lC2 =  0.25 m  
h  = bkgm2 / ,  =  3 ^ m 2
Figure 3-5: A two d.o.f. planar arm .
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(Case 2). Because of the specified path , joint 2  should be twice as fast as joint 1 . 
This causes the Coriolis and centrifugal term s to have equal m agnitudes along the 
motion.
Since the elasped and switching times for both cases were not known, the un­
known elapsed tim e was normalized to  1. In both  cases, straight line trajectories 
w ith respect to tim e t were param eterized with respect to  r  =  [0 , 1 ] resulting in the 
same param etric  tra jectory  with respect to r .  Generally, a normalized param eter 
r ( t )  is a monotonically increasing nonlinear function of tim e t. Ti(t) and r2(t) 
obtained from two different torque constraints have a  nonlinear relation to each 
other.
However, sim ulation results show th a t as long as the relative duration of a 
torque saturation  is the same for both cases, the relative contributions of direct 
inertia and centrifugal and Coriolis are scaled equally. The sim ulated results coin­
cide with the property of the constant dynamic scaling algorithm  [Ref. 42], which 
shows the relative significance of acceleration and velocity ten n s  is equally varied 
for a joint tra jectory  tim e scaled by a constant.
If one joint is sa tu rated  to its torque limit to peform a specified joint path , 
there will be induced torque lim its for all other joints. W ith  the gravity effect for 
the same tra jectory  stated  above, two cases were sim ulated with torque constraints 
of ±500Nm  for both joints (Case 3) and ±500Nm  and ±350Nm  for joint 1 and 
2 respectively (Case 4). Both cases have 0.710 second for elapsed time and the
switching tim e at 0.563 second and show exact the same torque distribution. Since 
the m otion of joint 1 governs throughout the task, increasing the torque limit of 
joint 2 does not produce any dynam ic perform ance enhancem ent. The optim um  
path  torque for joint 2 is ±317N m  (Fig. 3-8). For a  specified joint path , based on 
this concept, torque limits for each joint could be selected in a relative sense.
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Figure 3-8: Torque profile for Case 3 and Case 4.
3.5  D y n a m ic  E ffects under M in im u m  T im e M otion
Generally, the dynamic effects and relative contributions of the three terms 
depend on the task to  be performed and the structural param eters of the robot. 
Their effects and contributions to  the jo in t torque under m inimum tim e motion tra ­
jectory are presented and analyzed by comparing them  to the conventional straight 
line tra jectory  in joint space. Sim ulation results for three cases were used. Tra­
jectories in Cartesian and joint space were also analyzed for dynamic performance.
Simulation was performed using two and three d.o.f. planar arms shown in 
Fig. 3-5 and Fig. 3-17 with torque constraints. A VAX 11/750 and TEK 4014 
were used for program m ing and display. The dynamic motion was sim ulated with 
zero initial and final velocities. Jerk constraints, except for the switching point, 
were set to Arad/ A t 3, 6rad /A t3, and 8rad /A t3 for joints 1 , 2, and 3 respectively, 
where A t, is the sampling time ( 1 0 msec). Each joint displacement was bounded 
by ±2.8rad. The m inim um  tim e trajectory  was represented with a two segment, 
cubic spline.
3 .5 .1  S im u lation  I (T w o D .O .F . A rm )
For the movement from [0,0] to  [0, 7t / 2 ] in joint space with joint torque limits of 
±350Nm  and zfclOONm for joints 1 and 2 respectively, torque contributions to each 
joint and the trajectories in Cartesian and joint spaces are shown in Figs. 3-9 to 
3-12. The conventional straight line motion took 1.623 second with the switching
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tim e at 1.458 second. It took 0.889 second with the switching at 0.833 second for 
a m inim um  tim e motion. This shows a drastic increase in the perform ance, 45%.
As shown in Fig. 3-9, for a straight line m otion, as link 2 moves up, the gravity 
effect of link 2 on joint 1 and joint 2  is gradually reduced. At the same time, 
the m agnitude of the direct inertial coefficients get smaller while the acceleration 
of joint 2 is relatively increased. This results in an increase in the direct inertia 
effect on joint 1 and 2. Since joint 1 did not move, no Coriolis effect is observed 
on joints 1 and no centrifugal effect is observed on joint 2 . Consequently, even 
though joint 1 did not move, it used its full torque to support the motion of link 2  
until joint 2  s tarted  to decelerate.
The m inimum time motion (Fig. 3-10), moving link 1 in a reverse direction 
while link 2  moved up causes the gravity effect of link 2  on joints 1 and 2  to 
decrease more rapidly. Since joints 1 and 2 moved in opposite directions during 
most of the motion, the centrifugal effect compensated the Coriolis effect on joint 
1 by reducing the torque burden caused by the m otion of joint 1 .
From Fig. 3-12, the shortest path  in joint space, desirable from a kinematical 
viewpoint, does not always mean the shortest path  in time. Considering the swept 
area of joint 1 as a compulsorily restricted region for object handling, minimum 
tim e motion utilizes the workspace more efficiently than  does straight line motion.
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Figure 3-9: S traight line tra jectory  : torque contribution of dyn
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Figure 3-11: Trajectory in Cartesian space from [0.0,0.0] 
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Figure 3-12: Trajectory in joint configuration space from
[0.0 ,0.0] to  [0 .0 ,t t / 2].
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3 .5 .2  S im u lation  II  (T w o D .O .F . A rm )
For the movement from [—7t / 2 ,—7t / 2 ] to \ir/2,—tt/2] in joint space with joint torque 
lim its of ±350Nm  and ± 1 0 0 Nm for joints 1 and 2 respectively, Figs. 3-13 to 3-16 
show the torque contributions of each joint and the trajectories in Cartesian and 
jo int spaces.
Conventional straight line m otion cannot be achieved within the given torque 
bounds. At least ±114Nm  is required on joint 2 . From the initial m anipulator 
configuration the gravity effect produces the negative torque effect on joints 1 and 
2. The negative m agnitude helps to actuate the arm  with high acceleration. The 
effect of gravity on joint 1 becomes smaller and goes to zero when link 2  passes 
through vertical. A large am ount of the direct inertia  effect on joint 1 from the 
negative gravity effect and relatively small m agnitude of the direct inertia  coefficient 
a t the initial stage allows the rapid  increase in the velocity of link 1. At the same 
tim e the centrifugal effect on joint 2  caused by the motion of link 1 becomes larger 
and is its largest when the direct inertia effect on joint 2 goes to  zero. Since the 
positive gravity effect on joint 2  is not sufficient to com pensate for the negative 
Coriolis effect, the Coriolis effect causes a violation of the negative torque bound 
on joint 2. W ith ±114Nm  of torque on joint 2 it took 0.836 second and switching 
occurred at 0.449 second. W ithout increasing the torque bound on joint 2 it took
0.763 second with the switching at 0.46 second for a m inim um  tim e motion.
As shown in Fig. 3-14, by moving link 2 in a negative direction, the Coriolis 
effect was negative on joint 1 and it eliminates the centrifugal effect and helps to 
keep the direct inertia  effect large and relatively longer compared to  the straight 
line motion. The negative motion of link 2 reduces the m agnitude of the direct 
inertia  coefficient which causes the acceleration of link 1 to increase. Initially 
the direct inertia  effect on joint 2  is small because of the negative motion of link 2 . 
However, at the early stages, the centrifugal effect on joint 2 from the motion of link 
1 is not significant. The positive m agnitude of the acceleration of link 2  increases 
the total direct inertia  effect rapidly despite the weak effect from the motion of link
1. This large positive direct inertia  effect compensates for the negative centrifugal 
effect caused from the motion of link 1 and allows the to tal torque to be bounded.
Fig. 3-16 also shows the curved tra jectory  in joint configuration space caused 
by the m anipulator dynamic effects. Considering the swept area by link 2 , the 
minim um  tim e motion utilizes the workspace more efficiently than  does straight line 
motion.
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Figure 3-16: Trajectory in jo in t configuration space from 
[—7r / 2 , —t t / 2 ]  to  [ t t / 2 ,  — i t / 2 ] .
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Figure 3-17: A three d.o.f. p lanar arm .
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3 .5 .3  S im u la tion  I II  (T h ree  D .O .F . A rm )
A three d.o.f. planar arm  shown in Fig. 3-17 is used. For the movement from 
[—0.5,—1.0,—1.0] to  [0.5,1.0,1 .0 ] in joint space w ith joint torque limits of ±450Nm, 
±200Nm  and ±100Nm  for joints 1, 2, and 3 respectively, torque contributions of 
each joint and trajectories in C artesian and joint spaces are shown in Figs. 3-18 to 
3-21. Conventional straight line motion took 1.549 second with switching at 1.325 
second. It took 1.114 second with the switching at 0.973 second for a  minimum 
tim e motion.
As seen in Fig. 3-18 and Fig. 3-19, for a straight line motion the gravity effect 
on joint 1 is relatively large during the m otion com pared to  the  m inim um  time 
motion. Even though the gravity effect on joint 2 for the m inim um  tim e motion 
is not significantly decreased com pared to the straight line m otion, the  Coriolis and 
centrifugal effect compensate the gravity effect and keep the motion fast within the 
range of torque bounds. The arm  configuration which tends to  contract toward 
joint 1 caused the small m agnitude of the direct inertia  coefficient and allowed the 
relative increase in the m agnitude of joint acceleration.
Considering the flexibility of a three d.o.f. arm , the small swept volume of 
the workspace produced by links 1 and 2  in m inim um  tim e motion relative to  the 
straight line motion allows the efficient use of a workspace.
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3 .6 . S u m m ary
In this chapter, a dynamic equation of motion was modeled via the Newton- 
Euler and the Lagrange-Euler form uations utilizing the recursion of the kinematic 
variables from chapter 2. The structural properties and the physical interpretations 
of the coefficient term s in a dynam ic model were presented.
The motion effects and relative significance of the dynamic term s were analyzed 
by comparing m inimum time m otion to  straight line motion. From the illustrated 
results of the three cases and various simulations, a general dynamic behavior of 
a  m anipulator subject to  a m inimum tim e motion can be described from the role 
of each term . The Coriolis and centrifugal effects play an im portan t role in 
increasing dynamic performance as well as the direct inertia  term . Gravity and 
direct inertia  effects have an intim ate relation to  each other. T ha t is, a minimum 
tim e motion tends to decrease the m agnitude of the direct inertia  coefficient which 
results in a relative increase in acceleration. From the view point of the m anipulator 
configuration, all links are likely to contract toward the center of the motion and the 
base joint usually has the largest effect on the contraction. The contraction tends 
to  reduce the gravity effect on each joint. W hen these trends are carried out, the 
Coriolis and centrifugal effects become large. Each link of a m anipulator tends 
to  move to utilize the Coriolis and centrifugal effects to cause the required nominal 
joint torque to be in bound. Usually, a dynamically efficient motion is m ade by
a direction control of the joint m otion so th a t the Coriolis effect may compensate 
for the centrifugal effect and vice versa. The gravity and the direct inertia  effects 
may be com pensated by this velocity product term.
In one case (Fig. 3-22), the dynamic motion in the m inim um  tim e movement 
almost matches with the kinem atic m otion of m inim um  joint movement, and results 
in an alm ost straight line in configuration space. However, the m inim um  time 
path  usually gives a curved p a th  representing the dynamic effects of link motion. 
This is in contradiction to  the results of Sahar and Hollerbach [Ref. 43] who state 
th a t the fastest motion between two points is close to a  straight line in joint space 
and the path  is symm etric about the m idpoint between the starting  point and the 
destination even though they pointed out tessellation problems.
Because of the trends for links to contract toward the ro ta ting  axis in minimum 
tim e m otion, the workspace can be used efficiently. This idea can be extended 
to determ ine a minimum tim e tra jectory  for obstacle avoidance by m apping the 
obstacles in Cartesian space to  the joint space and by determ ining the curved path  
which does not touch the m apped obstacle region.
Figure 3-22: Trajectory in Cartesian space from [0.0,0.0] 
to  [—7r/3,27r/3].
CH A PTER  4 
M INIM UM  TIME TRAJECTORY CONTROL
4.1 In tro d u ctio n
The trajectory  of a robot is a continuous curve which defines the tim e sequence 
of the interm ediate joint configurations in the joint sta te  space. The use of a time 
optim al robot tra jectory  increases the productivity by utilizing the full dynamic 
capability of a robot. Simulation using tim e optim al trajectories also allows the 
perform ance evaluation of the various structural designs of robots. ■
I
In general, the problem of planning a m inimum tim e path  tra jectory  control 
of a m anipulator can be divided into two categories based on whether or not end- 
effector path  constraint is considered. A point-to-point optim um  path  trajectory 
is concerned with the optim al path  and motion given the initial and final states, 
the dynam ic properties, and constraints on system motions w ithout consideration 
of end-effector path  constraints [Ref. 32,41-48]. The other category is concerned 
with the optim al path  and motion constrained to  the predefined end-effector path  
[Ref. 49-56]. O btaining m inimum tim e point-to-point path  tra jectory  is quite 
complicated and com putationally intensive due to the infinite nature of the num ber 
of feasible trajectories and the characteristics of the coupled nonlinear dynamic 
systems with complex constraints.
This chapter presents an efficient general algorithm  to obtain the near minimum
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tim e tra jectory  using a param etric cubic spline approximation. There is presently 
no way to determ ine the exact optim um  trajectory  analytically. The algorithm  
takes into account a  full nonlinear dynamic robot model with its actuator torque 
constraints described as a function of joint position and velocity to obtain a near 
m inim um  tim e trajectory. In addition to the torque constraints, work space 
constraints, joint range, velocity, and acceleration constraints can be incorporated 
in to  the algorithm  presented.
K ahn [Ref. 32] attem pted to  minimize the tim e or quadratic perform ance index 
by applying linear optim al control theory to  the linearized dynamic model with the 
Coriolis and centrifugal term s neglected. However, based on the tim e constant 
scaling properties of dynamics [Ref. 43], the velocity product and acceleration term s 
of the dynamic model would have the same significance relative to  each other for all 
speeds of movement. Furtherm ore, the simulation results of torque contributions 
of dynamic coefficient term s [Ref. 57] show the im portance of the velocity product 
term  to maximize the dynamic performance of a m anipulator. Therefore, the main 
assum ption used for linearization of the dynamic model is in doubt.
Nonlinear feedback has been used to decouple and linearize the d.o.f. of the 
m anipulator and its actuators [Ref. 40]. M inimum tim e control can be applied to 
the decoupled system and each d.o.f. seeks its own minimum tim e trajectory  [Ref. 
44]. Thus a d.o.f. w ith no joint change, referred to  as a singular case, will m aintain 
a set value throughout the move. O ther trajectories generated through the span of
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a d.o.f. with no joint change will not be explored. As Sahar [Ref. 45] mentioned 
while comparing their results with the presum ptions th a t Scheinman [Ref. 46] made 
to apply the bang-coast-bang form of control, our results also indicated th a t those 
presum ptions are not valid for the near optim um  solution.
Sahar developed a m ethod based on the creation of a sta te  space representing all 
possibilities and searching for the m inim um  tim e trajectory. They utilized joint 
space tesselation and performed an exhaustive graphical search by reducing the 
search space through use of tim e scaling properties of dynamics. Im plem entation 
difficulties, due to the discrete tesselation and the com binatorial proliferation of 
paths, make this approach unsuitable for routine off-line tra jectory  planning.
A combined scheme of optim al control theory and exhaustive search was tried 
by R ajan [Ref. 47]. The m ethod consists of param eterizing the path  in the 
configuration space and then searching possible paths to  obtain the m inimum time 
trajectory. The overall idea is quite similar to the algorithm  developed in this 
chapter. Nevertheless, the detailed procedure in obtaining m inimum tim e and the 
searching procedure for m inimum tim e trajectory  are quite different.
Using the flexible polyhedron search, Lin [Ref. 48] searched for the optim um  
path  arrangem ent for a selected num ber of polynomial segments in the joint space 
based on predefined constraints on torque, position, velocity, and acceleration.
4 .2  P r o b le m  D e f in itio n
The goal of this chapter is to determ ine the m inimum tim e tra jectory  0;(<) (i = 
1 , . .. ,n  joint) and corresponding elapsed tim e (if — t0) of a robot from an initial state 
to  a final sta te  under its actuator constraints, where t„ and t f  are the initial and 
final times respectively. Initial and final states consist of joint configuration and 
velocity which are denoted as 0i(to), &i(t0) and 0i(tf), 0i{tf). A ctuator torque is 
considered as a function of joint variables; i.e., displacements and velocities. The 
torques are denoted as T{(0,0) and Tjmjn(0 ,0) <  T{ < Timax(0,0), where 0 and 0 
are column vectors and Timt„ and Timax are lower and upper bounds of the zth joint 
torque.
There are an infinite num ber of feasible trajectories w ith various t f  between two 
states satisfying those actuator torque constraints (Fig. 4-1.a). Since it is required 
to  m ap the various t f  to  a fixed value in order to  include every feasible tra jectory  
in a certain boundary, tim e t is normalized into a param eter r  so th a t every final 
tim e t f  is m apped to  1 while the initial tim e t0 is m apped to  0 (Fig. 4-1.b).
To solve this problem, Bang-Bang control theory is adopted such th a t the m ax­
im um  control function is applied initially to  each joint and the m inim um  control 
function is applied after the switching time. After a brief review of the property 
of a param etric cubic spline curve, the m ethod of obtaining the optim al 0i(t), the
8 6
elapsed tim e (tf  — t0 ) 5 and the switching tim e will be discussed.
*(0 )
T T
0 1
a. trajectories with respect to t b. trajectories w ith respect to r
Figure 4-1: Infinite num ber of trajectories satisfying given constraints.
4 .3  P aram etric  C ubic S p line
4 .3 .1  F orm u lation  o f  a P aram etric  C ubic Sp line
Any joint trajectory, 9(t) w ith arb itrary  tim e dependence can be approxim ated 
by a  series of param etric cubic spline segments with a normalized tim e param eter 
Tg(cr) for each segment. Each range of r ,  is part of r(t)  = [0,1] and each cubic spline 
segment 0„ is a part of B(t ). A series of segments should satisfy second-derivative 
continuity at the connecting knot points to  reduce jerk. Conceptually, a  smooth 
m otion w ithout infinite jerk requires a continuous tra jectory  of 0i(t).  Elimination 
of infinite jerk at the switching tim e is not considered a t this point. F inite jerk 
constraints, |A 0(t)| <  e, can be used at each sampling period.
Any feasible tra jectory  can be approxim ated to  a certain degree of accuracy
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and form ulated easily by controlling the slopes of both ends and positions of the 
knot points. The m otivation for selecting the param etric cubic spline for the 
approxim ation of a desired joint tra jectory  is th a t a  cubic spline is the lowest degree 
approxim ation adm itting curvature control. In a param etric cubic spline, the time 
variable t is param eterized to  a normalized variable r  which varies from 0  a t the 
initial sta te  to  1 a t the final state. Once the end values and param etric derivatives 
are specified, the approxim ation of the ith  joint tra jectory  using a param etric cubic 
spline is form ulated as follows (Fig. 4-2).
0,(r) =  A t 3 +  BiT2 +  CiT +  Di
0 ,( r ) '  =  3 A i T 2 +  2 B i T  +  C i
The given initial and final states such th a t
£•(0 ) =  Di 
0 i( l)  =  A{ +  Bi -4- C\ +  Di 
0i(oy = Ci
0,(1)' =  3 A i  + 2 B i  +  C i  
Coefficients of the cubic spline are 
A i =  2^ ( 0) -  20,(1) +  0,(0)' +  0, (1)'
Bi = —30j(O) +  30,(1) -  20j(O)' -  0 j( l) '
Ci = §i{o y
Di =  0',(O)
All the feasible 0j(f) are param eterized as 0 ,(r) and reside in the range of r  G [0,1].
8 8
0 ; ( r )  can be easily form ulated and tested by varying slopes of each end when both 
ends are fixed.
0 ( r )
0 1
Figure 4-2: Param etric cubic spline.
4 .3 .2  R e la tio n s  b etw een  6 i ( t )  and 0 ,(t)
<?,(r) is a param etric expression of and is defined such th a t <?;(<) =
0 , ( r ) ,  where r ( t ) is a monotonically increasing function of tim e with r ( t 0) =  0  and 
r { t f )  =  1 for some tim e t f  > <0. The function r ( t )  can be considered as another 
tim e unit which gives a different tim e dependence while the arm  moves along the 
same p a th  0;(f). From the chain rule, for one cubic spline,
O i ( t )  =  O i ( T )
m  = h r ) '  r(t)  [4.1]
m  = <9>)" T { t f  +  $i{rY r(t)
And for a two segment cubic spline,
0 i { t )  =  r e [ 0 , f c ' j
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Qi,sl{°2) T<E[fc*,l]
O i { t )  =  6 i s i ( ( T x ) ' ( d ( T i / d T ) T ( t )  T G [ 0 , r ]
di,*2{<r2)'{d(T2/dT)T(t) r e [ r , l ]
0i(i) =  Oi^a- iy ' idcr i /dTfT^)2 + Oi>si(cri)'(dcr-L/dT)T(i) r£[0, fc*]
0 i , a2 { o - 2 ) " { d ( T 2 / d T ) 2 T ( t ) 2  +  6 i , > 2 { c r 2 ) ' { d c r 2 / d T ) T ( t )  T  £  [& *, 1]
where d<Ji/dT and dcr2/ d r  are constants.
In the one segment cubic spline representation the initial and the final 0' are 
chosen as tra jectory  design param eters. For the example problem, the initial and 
final states of the arm  are considered at rest (i.e., 0i(to) = 0i(tf) =  0 ). From 
Eq.  [4.1], either r ( t 0) and f ( t f ) or 0(0)' and 0(1)' can be chosen as variables. 0'
at the  initial and final states is chosen as a variable to control the shape of the
param etric joint trajectories. r ( t 0) and r(1f) are both  zero due to the initial and 
final arm  states. r(t)  >  0  for t £ due to the monotonic increasing nature
of t  w ith respect to  tim e t. In the case of moving end states, i.e., 0(to) 7  ^ 0 
and 0(1 f)  7  ^ 0 , the initial and final states of r(t)  are defined such th a t r(to ) =  
0i(to)/0i(Oy and r ( t / )  =  0i(tf)/ 0i(\)'  with the chosen 0,(0)' and 0,(1)'. Since 0,(0)' 
and 0 ,( 1 )' are to be varied, the initi i and final conditions r ( t 0) and r( t f )  are varied 
as 0 ,(0 )' and 0i( 1 )' vary.
For an n  d.o.f. arm , one cubic spline approxim ation requires 2N  design variables 
to  be optimized.
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4 .3 .3  C o n n ectio n s and S econ d  D eriva tive  C on tin u ity
The following shows a derivation of a formula satisfying the second derivative 
continuity at the knot points in connecting several cubic splines. For an n  segment 
cubic spline, the relation between the normalized param eter <Tj € [0 , 1 ] of each 
segment Si (z =  1 , 2 , ...,n )  and r  is defined as follows;
• Let kj be the j t h  knot position defined absolutely with respect to  r  and is 
defined such th a t
r(<0) =  0  = k ; < k { <  ... <  k* < k*n_x < k*n =  1  =  r{ t f )
• For segment z,
r  =  <n (*; -  kf_!) +  k;_x
• And
where z =  l,2 ,..,zz . Therefore, for the ith  joint variable,
0,(0 =  K sM p) T G[fcp-i^p]
m  = k . rM ( ^ ) r W  re [k ;_„k - r) 
m  = h , , M ' H t )  r e
where d<rp/dr  is constant because crp is defined linearly w ith respect to  r  and 
p =  1 , 2 , . ..,n
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To assure a sm ooth joint trajectory, the condition for second derivative conti­
nuity at the knot points is derived by first considering a two segment cubic spline. 
In the case of a two segment cubic spline, with given initial and final end points 
and param etric slopes, the following geometric conditions should be satified at the 
connecting knot k* (Fig. 4-3).
Here, r  consists of two segments and s2. <Ti £ [0,1] and cr2 £ [0,1] are 
normalized param eters for the segments Sj and s2 respectively. The relations 
among cri, cr2, and r  are taken from the expression previously obtained to  be 
r  =
r  =  <r2( l  — k*) +  k* f c * £ ( 0 , l )  [4.2]
From dO/dr =  (d$/ da)(d<r/ dr ) , where 6 — # (r) , 0 — 0(<r), and a = / ( r ) ,  corre­
sponding slopes of segments can be obtained such th a t 
^ ,,(0 )' =  0(O)'(dT/dcr-i) and §,3{1) '= 9(1 )'(dT/da2)
^ ,(1 ) ,  #ai( l ) ' and 03 2(O), 0a2 (O)' at the knot point k* are required to  construct 
£,,(<7 !) and 9,2((t2).
Qsii&i) — A Sicrf +  B ^ c r j  - f  C Si<7i +  D Si
Let i = 1, 2 and
A St = 2 ^ , ( 0 ) - 2 ^ , ( 1 ) +  ^ ,(0 ) ' +  ^ ( i y
BSl =  -30*  (0) + 30*(1) - 2 ^ . ( 0 y - ^ , . ( i y
c.t = ^,(0)'
S-r 92
D Si =  6a, (0)
From the required geometric conditions,
*(*•) = *  ^ ( 1 )  =  ^ ( 0 )  [4.3]
0(k*y =4- dai( l ) ,(da1/dr)  = ea2(0)l(da2/dT)  [4.4]
0(k*)" => eai{l)"{dax/ d r f  +  ^ ( l n d ^ r / d r 2) =  $ai{l)"{d<TX/ d r ?
S  V * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 since d2<ri/dr2=0
=*■ #.3(0)"(<i^/<iT)2 +  «„(0)'(<iV2/rfTI) =  «,I(0)"(<i<r2/<iT)J [4.5]
-V  ...............
0 since <P<T2 /dr2—0
From Eqs.  [4.2] to  [4.5] and the results of the one segment cubic spline,
d(Ti 1 d<7 2 1
dr k* ’ dr  1 — k*
< ^ > 2 =  < ^ 2' ( ^ 2 =  ( i ~ r F )2
Therefore,
M O ) ' =  [4.6]
«.A0)" =  ^ ~ . ^ )26.,(1)" [4.7]
And
0 4l ( l )"  =  6 A4l +  2 i ?41 
04J(O)" =  2BS2, 
where A ai =  204l (O) -  204l ( l )  +  04l (O)' +  04l ( l ) '
B ai = - 3 0 4i(O) +  30.,(1) -  2 0 41(O)' -  6t l ( i y
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b 92 =  - 3 M 0 )  +  3 M 1 )  -  20SJ(oy -  e92( i y  
From Eqs.  [4.4] and [4.5],
*(**)' =  ~ 3^ ( ° )  +  3 ^ ( 1 )  - ^ ( 0 ) - ^ ( l )
2
1, (1  )' =  * ( * * ) '£ [  =  *(**)' k-
# .,(0 ) '=  #(**)' j -  = =  t ( k ' )  ( 1  - * * )
Thus <9(0), 0(1), &*, 0(k*), 0(0)' and 0(1) define the two segment cubic spline 
completely. The la tte r above four param eters can be varied to  obtain the minimum 
tim e trajectory.
For a simple case of k* =  0.5 since k* = 1 — k *.
dcri _  da2 _  9  / dcr-j 2 __ d<72 \2  _  4
dr ~  dr ~  7 { d r ’ ~  [~dr ’
6si(iy = 6S2(oy
e M "  = 9n {oy  
*(0 .5 )' -  * „ ( ! ) ' =  « „ ( 0 )' -  —» M 0 )  +  3 * - , ,q ) - * , . (0 )
And the slope at knot point k* for a four segment cubic spline is obtained such that
« ..( ! ) ' =  « „(0 )' =  **(0.5)'
Using the results obtained above, 0t l (<Ti) and 09l(crx) can be obtained.
There are several ways to select variable param eters for an optim ization. W ith 0(0)' 
and 0(1)', k* can be chosen with a fixed value of 0(k*) =  0(0) +  (0(1) — 0(O))/2
because the mid-point from 0(0) to  0 ( 1 ) should be passed. Or 6(k*) can be 
chosen with a fixed value of k* =  0.5. 0(0)* and 0(1)' and 0(0.5) can be obtained
from one cubic spline solution and be used as the initial inputs of a two segment 
cubic spline representation for the search for an optim um  trajectory. For the sake 
of simplicity and flexibility of search, 0 (0 )', 0 (1 / ,  and 0 (fc*) are varied axrd k* 
set to  0.5.
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9( t )
|6,
*(**)' -
B,XO )'=§(k*/sil| 1 
eSlfJ> S2 dei|^=o
£.«» .
°-i € [0 , 1 ] 
—  6 , --------
<T2 € [0 , 1 ] 
-  sz ---k
Figure 4-3: Two segment cubic spline with a second derivative continuity at k*.
For the two segment cubic spline approxim ation, three variables 0(0)', 0(1)', 
and 0(0.5) are to  be optimized for each joint trajectory. For the four segment 
cubic spline, 0(0.5) and 0(0.5)' are used to form an initial four segment cubic 
spline for the search routine. 0(0.5)' is determ ined from the fixed initial and 
final joint positions 0 (0 ) and 0 ( 1 ) and the varying slopes 0 (0 )' and 0 (1 )'. 
Sequentially, once 0(0.5)' is determ ined, 0(0.25)' and 0(0.75)' can be obtained 
using the initial and final varying slopes and the determ ined slope at knot point 
k* — 0.5. Therefore, two positions at knot points k{ - 0.25 and k3 =  0.75 can 
be chosen as additional design variables with the three previous design variables 
fc* =  k* =  0.5, 0(0)', and 0(1) for a minimum trajectory  search. This gives 
five design variables for a four segment cubic spline representation. The results
of a 2 m(m  =  0 , 1 , ...,n )  segment cubic spline can be used as initial values for search 
param eters in form ulating a 2 m + 1  segment cubic spline.
In this way the num ber of design variables to be optim ized for an to segment 
cubic spline for an n d.o.f. m anipulator is reduced from the usual 2 m n to  (to +  l )n  
while satisfying the second derivative continuity at each knot point.
Practically, the dynamic m otion effects under m inim um  tim e tra jectory  are 
revealed m ostly when the search for a m inim um  tim e one segment cubic spline 
representation is made. The performance and m otion characteristics are not 
changed significantly with the increasing num ber of segments. The to tal CPU 
tim e increases dram atically as the num ber of design variables increases. For these 
reasons, the two segment cubic spline is chosen and used. The search utilizes the 
results from the one cubic spline search for initial inputs.
4 .4  M in im u m  T im e T rajectory  A lg o r ith m
4.4 .1  C on tro l E q u ation
The algorithm  determ ines the desired input joint torque profiles to make the 
arm  move in a m inimum tim e from  one place to another w ithout being constrained 
by the end-effector path  trajectory. M inimum tim e trajectory  should utilize the full 
dynamic capabilities of a m anipulator to perform  a given task  and meet the imposed 
constraints of joint torque and other motion param eters such as joint displacement, 
velocity, and acceleration. W ith the defined param etric joint tra jectory  6(r)
all th a t remains to obtain 9(t) is to find r ( t ) .  r ( t )  will be found from integration 
of f  from the differential equation of m otion with the initial and final states of r  
and r .
Substituting the param etric expressions into the torque equations in section
3.3.4 and constraint equations yields,
T  = H{9)9 + C { 9 j )  + G{9) 
Tmin( 0 , 6 ) < T < T max( 0 j )
The resulting param eterized torque and constraint equations are
T ( t ) =  H{9){0"t 2 +  9'r) +  C(9't , 9't ) +  G{9) [4.8]
Min f i (0,0' r)  < fi(0,0'T) < Max T ^ J ' t ) [4.9]
If r ,  f ,  and T  are set, then only f  is free to be varied. Using Eq.  [4.8] to 
drive Eq.  [4.9] and solving for fj results in a set of nonlinear param etric differential 
equations
f i (T,r)  < f { < gi(r,T) f o r i  = l , . . . , n  [4.10]
f i {r , r )  and <7,(r , r )  are sets of m inimum and m axim um  bounds on feasible fj a t each 
joint. Since every joint m otion is with respect to the param etric tim e variable r ,  
the common range of f  at every instan t, Min r  <  f  <  Max r  is required to  control 
all the joints simultaneously. The proper f  is selected from Eq.  [4.10] such that 
Max / , ( r ,  f ) <  f  <  Min gi(r,T).  Either Max /{ ( r , r )  =  f  or Min <7; ( t ,  f )  =  f  can 
be used as a  control function to drive r(t)  for a m inimum tim e route from r  =  0  to
T  —  1 .
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4 .4 .2  A lg o r ith m
The m inim um  tim e tra jectory  algorithm  involves following steps;
S te p  1  An arb itrary  tra jectory  0(r)  is established by assigning the param etric 
slopes of the initial and final states.
S te p  2 Form ulate the defining functions for each jo in t, a set of param etric nonlinear 
differential equations, and select the appropriate control function.
S te p  3 W ith the initial and final states r(0 ), t(0 ) , r( t f ) ,  and f ( f / )  obtained from 
the initial and final states in joint space, the second order param etric differ­
ential equation [4.9] is numerically integrated for f  and r  by using a modified 
R unge-K utta 4th order, two starting  point, forward and backward algorithm.
Since a m inim um  tim e m otion is determ ined from Bang-Bang control s tra t­
egy, different control functions are form ulated for forward and backward in­
tegration. For forward and backward control, Max f  and Min f  are used 
respectively.
S te p  4 For a given trajectory, the algorithm  gives the elapsed and switching times, 
desired input joint torque profiles and other inform ation about motion param ­
eters. However, to obtain a near m inimum tim e trajectory, it is required to 
search all feasible trajectories. This requires a loop of step 1 to step 3. To 
determ ine the m inim um  tim e trajectory, a direct search routine is used. The
objective function to be minimized is
if ~ t o = f  f dtJ £o
In conjunction w ith the search, a quadratic penalty function is used to avoid 
an infeasible tra jectory  and satisfy other constraints on kinem atic param eters. 
The objective function including penalty to  be minimized is now
r t f
t f  — i o — I dt  +  P e n a l t y  
J t o
A feasible tra jectory  is one th a t satisfies torque constraints and bridges the 
switching point w ith ryor =  Tback and ryOT =  rback, where T/or is the solution 
from the initial condition and rback is the solution from the final condition.
In step 1, it is crucial to assign the proper initial input vector (a set of design 
variables) for most cases to  be able to obtain the desired optim um . Since each 
jo int has two param etric input slopes which vary from —oo to oo, making the search 
routine efficiently cover the infinite search space is a  significant problem.
Since the elapsed tim e t is determ ined numerically from r ,  the prediction of a 
proper initial input and the correlation of the design variables to  the search result 
is very complex and almost impossible. Only a  trial and error type of input vector 
in a small discretized space is feasible for proper input. However, it requires a 
great intuition to  define the discrete search space for the input vector and requires 
a  pre-optim um  search for the initial input vector. As the dimension of the search
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vector increases, the burden of pre-optim um  search gets greater. W ithout norm al­
izing the search space in some m anner, the search space will be lim ited to the small 
region because the unpredictable nonlinear aspects of the objective function would 
keep the search space relatively small.
The above problem  can be solved by variable norm alization of the search space 
of param etric slopes based on the conventional straight line trajectory. To increase 
the search efficiency and assure the search results, the initial param etric slopes of 
each joint are normalized. The conventional m inim um  tim e straight line trajectory 
in jo in t configuration space is normalized to ± 1  or 0  depending on the displacement 
of each joint. This norm alization scheme, based on the straight line tra jectory  in 
joint space, allows an increase of the search space efficiency. A zero param etric 
slope represents no joint movement between the initial and final arm  configurations.
The norm alization varies with each task and is performed at each joint resulting in 
a different search space depending on each joint motion.
Selecting the initial input vector by trial and error w ithout normalizing the 
search space has a significant drawback in assuring whether the search results are 
proper or not. The above scheme accomodates the joint movement in a sense 
and allows the comparison of the search results with the usual conventional straight 
line trajectory. To obtain the results for the conventional optim um  straight line 
trajectory, the same scheme explained in this section is used.
The straight line tra jectory  motion has restrictions imposed on the trajectory
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from initial and final joint states. No movement on the joint will be m ade if the 
initial and final states of th a t joint are the same. This situation is referred to as 
a singular state. Especially in a singular case, the conventional m inimum time 
m otion is suspect.
The present algorithm , in conjunction with a penalty function, gives a m ini­
m um  tim e tra jectory  even for the case th a t the conventional tra jectory  is infeasible.
The variable norm alization concept is generally applicable to any arb itrary  n  d.o.f. 
m anipulator.
In step 2, / , ( r ,  r )  and gi(r, f )  are determ ined at each joint, and as a conse­
quence there will be a different range of f  defined by each jo in t equation. For 
joint i , f t)1 and f , i2 are obtained by substitu ting  Timax and T,min respectively.
This allows
0i ( r , r )  =  Max(f i  i , r ;i2) =  rimax
=  , Tj)2 ) 'i’tmtn
Now joint i has a range of f  such th a t 
/ i ( r , r )  < r { < gi(r,r)
Since all joint motions should begin and end simultaneously and have the same r(t),  it 
is required to have a common r  for all joints. The common range is defined (Fig.
4-4) such th a t
Max / i ( r , r )  <  f  <  Min gf,(r, f )
Since r  is a monotonically increasing function of tim e t, Bang-Bang control
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strategy is applied, r  =  Min <7;(r , r )  is used as a control function for forward inte­
gration. t  =  M ax g i { r , r )  is used as a control function for backward integration.
If no comm on range of f  is available, it indicates th a t a sim ultaneous joint motion 
is not feasible for this trajectory.
Joint
Joint 1
Join t 2
Jo in t 3
m ax
m m
Figure 4-4: Common range of f .
4 .4 .3  M od ified  R u n g e-K u tta  T w o S tartin g  P o in t In teg ra tio n
At each sam pling period, r  and f  are obtained by integrating a  nonlinear differ­
ential equation t  =  <7(r , f )  or f  =  / ( r ,  f ) .  Forward and backward integrations 
are performed together from the initial and final time. Positive and negative 
tim e steps are used respectively. The differential equations for the forward and 
backward trajectories in r  are different due to the application of the m axim um  and 
m inim um  f  based on Bang-Bang control strategy. The param etric second order
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nonlinear differential equation is converted into a set of first order differential equa­
tions.
The modified R unge-K utta integration algorithm  allows a com putationally ef­
ficient detection of the switch point by integrating forward and then backward step 
by step while keeping the values of ry and ff, same (Fig. 4-5). Depending 
on the direction of joint m otion, a uniform  sampling tim e step, such as 1 0  msec is 
applied to  one direction. The tim e step of the other direction is adjusted from the 
inform ation obtained to  force a fast approach toward an intersection.
An intersection of the two trajectories is detected by com paring (rj,acfe — Tfor) 
and (Ti,acfc — T f o r ) .  A final intersection point is refined by the bisection search. Fig.
4-5 shows the  step size history of r  with respect to  r  using this algorithm  and 
Fig. 4-6 contains the results obtained from the same uniform tim e step size using 
the switch tim e obtained from the modified scheme. The resulting r ,  f ,  and f  at 
each sampling period are substitu ted  into the param etric equations of each joint 
tra jectory  to define the tim e dom ain trajectory.
If the forward integration is chosen to apply a uniform  sampling tim e with given 
initial conditions such th a t r ( f 0) =  0  and r(fo) =  0 , a backward tim e step size is 
modified to  m atch with the result obtained from the forward integration such th a t 
A t b a c k  j  =  { T f o r  j  -  h a c k  j ~ i ) / h a c k  j - i -  If the resulting modified backward step is 
too large, & t b a c k  j  is scaled down to  A t m a x  which is an allowable large step size to 
reduce the error caused by the step size. In a case th a t Tback i <  e, i.e., the
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value is near zero, Atback j — ± A f /or j which is a uniform  tim e step, where ±  sign 
is determ ined to keep the previous sign of the backward tim e step value. If a 
backward direction is chosen for a uniform  step size, the modified forward tim e step 
and other criteria are determ ined similarly.
W ithout the gravity effect the intersection point (switching point) usually lies 
around r  =  0.5. However, with the gravity effects the switching point shifts 
toward r  =  0  or r  = 1 depending on w hether or not the m otion is against the 
gravity field. If the direction for the uniform  tim e step is not properly chosen, the 
tim e step size (sam pling tim e) m ay be too coarse to find the switching point. This 
aspect can be explained easily with two situations such th a t driving a car down or 
up hill w ith the initial and final states at rest. In a case of driving a car up hill, 
it will take considerably short period of tim e for braking com pared to acceleration 
because of the gravity. In a short period of tim e the deceleration varies signifi­
cantly. The reverse holds for the down hill driving case.
Intuitively the direction for a uniform tim e step can be determ ined based on 
the prior m otions of the links from link 1  t o n  whether or not the whole arm  motion 
is against the gravity field.
In the cases of non-intersection and violations of the imposed constraints, a 
penalty function is added to the objective function. The objective function with
TO
U 
DO
T
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penalty is defined as
T im eeiaPaed =  2 0 0 0 (r&acfe(t) -  r for{i))2 +  2 0 0 (r6acfc(i) -  r /or(z) ) 2 +  t }or -  tback
t-
s
2H*
ELBPSE TJMEfSECl = 1 .0742 
SWITCH TIMEI SEC) = 0 .9 5 2 5
0.9000.100o.tao
Figure 4-5: Uniform forward tim e step and modified backward tim e step.
ELAPSE TIME*SEC I = 1 .0742  
SWITCH TIME!SEC) :  0 .9 5 2 5
2 .000-
1.000-
0.000
0.100 0.300 0.100
Figure 4-6: Uniform forward and backward tim e step.
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4 .4 .4  D irec t M in im u m  Search R o u tin e
The m inim um  search routine seeks the m inim um  of a scalar function of an n 
dimensional vector by a direct search m ethod based on the m ethod presented by 
Powell [Ref. 58]. This routine and its usuage was described in detail in M cPhate’s 
work [Ref. 59]. The most common m ethods for a m inim ization are based on the 
steepest decent and the conjugate gradient m ethods. The gradient m ethods use 
as a m eans of m inim ization a search direction which is perpendicular to  the most 
recently determ ined contour tangent. This gradient direction yields the greatest 
ra te  of change of the perform ance function. However, the determ ination of these 
search directions requires a large num ber of function evaluations. In addition, 
gradient techniques require the calculation of derivatives.
U nfortunately in most cases, the calculation of first derivatives is laborious and 
practically impossible. These circumstances necessitate a m inim ization of a func­
tion of several variables w ithout calculating derivatives. In this case the direct 
search m ethod based on the m ethod presented by Powell is regarded as a most 
practical approach. According to the results of Fletcher [Ref. 60] and Box [Ref.
61], Powell’s m ethod is virtually as efficient as Davidon’s m ethod and more effective 
than  the other non-gradient m ethods such as the m ethod of Swann, Rosenbrock’s 
m ethod, and the Simplex m ethod. Because of the overall perform ance of the 
system as well as the ease in which the m ethod of Powell could be applied, the non­
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derivative m ethod of Powell was used to obtain the m inim um  tim e point-to-point 
tra jectory  of a m anipulator.
Powell’s m ethod is essentially a contour tangent elim ination m ethod. This 
cler-s of optim ization m ethods uses the locally m easured tangent to the perfor­
mance contour as a boundary elim ination. Each tangent generated by this type 
of procedure decreases the area of the search quite rapidly since the inform ation 
from all past explorations is incorporated into each new tangent. Obviously, the 
contour tangent elim ination m ethods have as their m ajor advantage the fact that 
the direction of the search vector and the m ethod of function m inim ization do not 
depend upon the calculation of derivatives. The contour tangent elim ination also 
determ ines an optim um  in a relatively small num ber of function evaluations.
Since the accuracy of the optim ization m ethod is severely affected by the deter­
m ination of the proper scale factor to insure a correct length, the following problems 
should be handled efficiently.
•  D eterm ination of the direction of the step
•  D eterm ination of the proper step length
From an initial point X 0 in n-dimensional space, a search vector X , =  X 0 +  U *
A X  is com puted. This search vector is used to  find the point along its direction 
where the perform ance (objective) function is minimum. The location of this point 
is determ ined by the scale factor f,; which is the distance from the  starting  point to
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the relative minimum.
In the actual stepping procedure to determ ine a relative m inim um  point, the 
following technique is employed. For the initial position, a value for the function 
is determ ined. A step of length h is then taken and the value of the function is 
again calculated. At this point a decision is m ade concerning the direction of the 
stepping procedure. If this new value is less than  the initial calculation the process 
of finding a relative m inim um  is proceeding in the correct direction. However, if 
the new value is greater than  the  initial calculation then the direction of the step 
is incorrect. To alleviate th is error, the roles of the two calculations are then 
interchanged and the process proceeds again in the correct direction.
Once the correct direction is insured, the step length h is doubled and another 
calculation of the value of the value of the function is m ade and checked. The dou­
bling process is continued until an interpolating quadratic indicates the existence 
of a  minimum. At th a t point the m inim um  of the interpolated function is used as 
the next point and the subsequent interpolation is m ade w ith a cubic. The cubic 
interpolation is continued until the convergency is achieved.
Using the concepts of direction and step length for the search vectors estab­
lished, the non-gradient m ethod of Powell is briefly overviewed as follows.
S te p  1  A battery  of n, unnorm alized search vectors, V ; is formed, initially in the 
co-ordinate directions. A presearch to a relative m inim um  along V n is made 
to define the starting  point X 0.
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S te p  2  A search cycle consisting of n  applications of the recursion 
X; =  Xj_i +  t{ * V,' 
from  the s ta rt X 0, results in the point X n. The values of <t- are obtained 
using an integrated quadratic /cub ic  interpolating one dimensional scheme to 
minimize the objective function along the search direction. The length of 
each of the search direction vectors is updated  to  predict U = 1 .
S te p  3 An acceleration search along V n + 1  =  X n — X 0 is m ade in the same fashion 
to  define X n^.i.
S te p  4 The vector in the set, V,-, w ith the greatest projection on to  V n+i is cast 
out w ith the order of the rem aining retained. At this point X 0 is reset from
X n+1.
S te p  5 The process is itera ted , Step 2, 3, 4 until the variation in the objective 
function or the search vector satisfies lim its.
S te p  6  End game consists of resetting V j to  the coordinate directions to  insure 
independence of the search set at the minimum.
Various heuristics are employed to  make the search m ore efficient.
4 .5  P r o o f  o f  O p tim a l i ty
The algorithm  (Bang-Bang) presented in step 2 of section 4.4 does in fact
produce the m inim um  tim e for each tra jectory  defined. The direct search algorithm
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finds the joint tra jectory  which gives the smallest tim e among all feasible minimum 
tim e trajectories. Two stages of the optim ality are considered such th a t obtaining 
a m inim um  tim e for a certain joint tra jectory  and then searching for a  tra jectory  
which yields the smallest m inimum tim e of all trajectories.
The optim ality of the first stage is proved as follows:
From dr /d t  — (dr /  dr)(dr /  dt) = ( d r / d r ) f  , the equivalent equations for f  =  g ( r , r ) 
and f  =  / ( r ,  t )  are
=  5(T,Ti  f or  forward  
dr r
i -  = f or  backward
dr t J
W hen t  — 0, the solution for these differential equations is obtained by solving 
f  =  <7(7-,f )  or f  =  / ( r , f ) .  To obtain the optim um  tim e for a given trajectory, 
the following assum ption is made.
Assumption : The elapsed tim e for joint movements of a m anipulator is finite. 
Comparison theorem  :
• Let u and v be solutions of the differential equations u' = f ( x , u ) ,  v' =  g(x,v)  
respectively, where g(x , v ) > / ( x ,u )  in a < x <  b. Let f ( x , u )  and g(x,v)  
satisfy a Lipschitz condition and u(a) =  v(a).
Then u(x) < v(x)  for all x  € [a, 6 ],
Above theorem says th a t for any t , the f  corresponding to  the solution of the 
backward differential equation dr /d r  =  ( / ( r , r ) ) / f  is less than  or equal to  the f
I l l
corresponding to  the solution of the forward differential equation dr / d r  = g(r ,T) / r  
for the same initial condition. This is true since / ( t , t ) / t  < g(r ,T) /r .  Since 
/ ( r ,  r )  and g{r,r)  are piecewise continuously differentiable functions of r ,  they 
satisfy a Lipschitz condition.
The tim e for the joint movement is given by
rr(tt )-l dTfJr(t rt„)=o r
This integral exists because of the assum ption of a finite tim e joint m otion. Assume 
there is another tra jectory  th a t gives a shorter time
rT(tf)=1 dr
= fJt(
t
rt0)=0 r
Then f  > r  for some r , 0 <  r  <  1. For the forward segment, 0 < r  <  rsw, this 
cannot be possible because
dr = g{r,r)  
dr r
where r3W is r  at the switching tim e and g(r , r )  is maximum. For the backward 
segment, raw <  r  <  Tf, the same argum ent can be applied. This completes the 
optim ality of the m inimum tim e for a given joint trajectory.
The optim ality of the second stage lends itself to Powell’s conjugate-direction 
algorithm  which produces n  m utually conjugate directions. n  iterations of the 
procedure produces a set of directions V{, am ounting to n(n + 1 ) line minimizations 
in all, which will exactly minimize a quadratic form. Refer to  Brent [Ref. 62]
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for its proof. Even for objective functions which are not exactly quadratic forms, 
repeated cycles of n line m inim izations will in due course converge quadratically to 
the m inimum even though it won’t be exactly at the m inim um  [Ref. 63].
4 .6  C ase S tu d y
The m inim um  tim e tra jectory  algorithm  is illustrated by a sim ulation with two 
and three d.o.f. planar arms on a VAX 11/750 and Tektronix 4014. Schematic 
diagram s of two and three d.o.f. p lanar arms and corresponding equations of motion 
are shown in Figs. 3-5 and 3-17 and in Appendix E. The results of four sim ulated 
runs w ith zero initial and final velocities are presented. Jerk  constraints are 
imposed on Arad/At3, 6rad/  A t3, and 8rad/ A t 3 for joints 1 ,2 ,  and 3 respectively.
Joint range constraints are imposed ±2.8rad on each joint.
Experimentally, the CPU tim e taken to obtain the results varies from 1 to 5 
m inutes for a simulation performed by a one segment cubic spline. For the case 
of a  two segment cubic, the CPU is generally reduced to  1 to  3 m inutes because 
of the good estim ation of the initial approxim ation. However, it should be noted 
th a t since the constraints imposed on each joint and the required torque profile for 
an optim um  joint trajectory is checked and detrem ined based on a sampling time 
of 10msec, if a finite time to perform  a certain task is large, the corresponding CPU 
is also increased. In addition, even though the algorithm  states the general n 
segment cubic spline representation and test of the convergence of a m inim um  time
for the successive n segment cubics where n  =  2 m (m  — 0 , l , . . .n ) ,  practically two 
cubic spline representation is enough to approxim ate the desired m inimum time 
joint trajectory. Even though the algorithm  suggests a way to reduce the num ber 
of design variables to be optim ized for an n  d.o.f. m anipulators, it increases the 
CPU tim e as n increases and no significant improvement or drastic change in joint 
tra jectory  is expected. In th is work, a two segment cubic spline representation 
was used with the initial input inform ation obtained from the one segment cubic 
spline results.
4 .6 .1  S im u lation  I
Figs. 4-7 to  4-12 show the results of the presented algorithm  using a two 
segment cubic spline representation for the p a th  from [—7r / 2 , 7r / 2 ] to [7r / 2 , 7r / 2 ] in 
joint space under the constant actuator torque bounds of ±350N m  and ±100iVro 
for joints 1 and 2 respectively. This took 1.170 second of sim ulated tim e with a 
switch at 0.860 second.
The result of one cubic spline approxim ation is not shown but it took 1.205 
second with a switching tim e at 0.898 second. The normalized param eter r  which 
is a function of t is compared in Fig. 4-7. The difference in joint tra jectory  with 
respect to r  between the m inim um  time and straight line tra jectory  is shown in Fig. 
4-8. Profiles of joint position, velocity, acceleration, jerk (Fig. 4-9), and torque 
(Fig. 4-10) for a m inimum tim e motion are presented with respect to  time. As
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expected from the algorithm  developed, a torque is always sa tu ra ted  to  its lim it at 
the one of the joints during its motion.
The corresponding m inim um  tim e for a straight line tra jectory  was 1.494 second 
w ith a switch at 1.007 second. The straight line tra jectory  is based on regular 
Bang-Bang control strategy applied to  f  described in step 2 in section 4.4. In this 
case even though the dynamic effects of each joint m otion are accom m odated, they 
are restricted  by the fact th a t the initial and final states are not to be undershot or 
overshot.
As shown in torque profile of Fig. 4-10, even though joint 2 is not moving at 
all, the exerted torque a t joint 2  is almost at its bounds along the motion. As 
predicted, there exist better m inim um  tim e trajectories utilizing the full dynamic 
effects w ithout the restriction of undershoot or overshoot of the in ital and final joint 
states. A stroboscopic pictures of the m inim um  tim e and straight line motions are 
shown in Fig. 4-11. The strobing is taken at equidistant times of 10msec.
As investigated in chapter 3, while joint 1 s ta rts  moving backwards, joint 2 
moves quite fast(flip motion) to  exploit the dynamic m otion effects. The gravity 
effect is significantly reduced during the arm  lift-up m otion. The various sim ulated 
runs show th a t the fastest path  in joint configuration space is not necessarily close 
to  the straight line. M inimum tim e trajectory  in joint configuration space is shown 
in Fig. 4-12. Instead it is quite dependent upon the dynam ic effects caused by the 
imposed joint constraints (torque, joint range, and jerk), the initial and final arm
.figurations determ ined from each task, and the effect of gravity.
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Figure 4-7: r  w ith respect to  tim e t in the movement from
[-7r/2,7r/2] to  [7r/2,ir/2].
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Figure 4-8: Param etric joint tra jectory  from [—?r/2, ?r/2]
to  [7r/2,7r/2].
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Figure 4-9: Jo in t position, velocity, acceleration, and jerk profiles
in the  movement from [—7r/2,rr/2] to  [7t/2 ,7t/2].
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Figure 4-10: Torque profile in the movement from [—7t / 2 , tt/2] 
to  [7t / 2 , 7t / 2 ].
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Figure 4-11: Trajectory in C artesian space from [—7r / 2 , 7r / 2 ] 
to  [7r / 2 ,? r/2 ].
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Figure 4-12: Trajectory in jo int configuration space from
[—7r/2,7r/2] to  [7r/2,7r/2].
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4 .6 .2  S im u la tio n  II
Joint movements from [0 .0 , 7r / 2 ] to [0.0, —7r / 2 ] is sim ulated under the same 
constant torque bounds in Sim ulation I. It took 2.057 second of an elapsed time 
with a switch at 1.921 second for a straight line trajectory. As shown in the 
stroboscopic picture of Fig. 4-17, since the initial joint sta te  is a fully extended arm  
configuration, the effect of the gravity dom inates along the mid-stage resulting in a 
very slow m otion. Because of the restriction of the straight line, the velocity and 
acceleration profile for each jo int is exactly reversed with same distribution and is 
prevented from utilizing the full dynamic effects.
In Fig. 4-16, the torque at joint 1 is at its lim it during the whole motion. Using 
the regular Bang-Bang with straight line tra jectory  does not yield any performance 
increase with the increase of the torque capacity at joint 2. In fact, the re red 
torque bounds at joint 2  induced from the torque bounds at joint 1 is around 
±74iVm. W ith the induced torque bounds a t joint 2 the exact same performance 
will be made.
For a one segment cubic spline, it took 1.231 second of the elapsed tim e with 
a  switch at 1.098 second. W ith  a two segment cubic spline it took 1.224 second 
of the elapsed tim e with a switch at 1.091 second. This sim ulation shows the 
significant contribution of dynam ic effects. The perform ance is increased by 6 8  
% com pared to  the regular straight line scheme. Details of sim ulated results are
shown in Figs. 4-13 to  4-18.
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Figure 4-13: r  w ith respect to  tim e t in the movement
from [0.0,ir/2] to  [0.0, —tt/2].
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Figure 4-14: Param etric joint tra jectory  from [0.0,?r/2]
to  [ 0 . 0 ,  —7t/ 2 ] .
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Figure 4-15: Joint position, velocity, acceleration, and jerk profiles 
in the movement from [0 .0 , t t / 2] to [0 .0 , —7t / 2].
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Figure 4-16: Torque profile in  the movement from [0.0, tt/ 2] to  [0.0, -7r/2].
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Figure 4-17: Trajectory in Cartesian space from [0.0, tt/2]
to  [ 0 . 0 , - tt/ 2 ] .
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4 .6 .3  S im u la tion  III
In contrast, moving from a fully extended position [0.0,0.0] to  [—7r/3, 27t/ 3] in 
joint space results in an almost straight line in joint space. This is one aspect where 
the m otion in term s of the kinem atic sense m atches the dynamic effects. The effect 
of the gravity is not against the motion and the m otion generated kinematically is 
almost same as the trend  of a dynamic m otion w ith the contraction tow ard the 
prior revolute joint. This m otion took 0.51 second of the elapsed tim e with a 
switch at 0.247 second for the straight line trajectory. For a one segment cubic 
spline representation, it took 0.496 second with a switch at 0.236 second. There 
was almost no improvement in the two segement cubic spline representation. The 
sim ulated results are shown in Figs. 4-19 to 4-24.
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Figure 4-21: Joint position, velocity, acceleration, and jerk profiles in the
movement from [0.0,0.0] to  [—w/3,27r/3].
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Figure 4-22: Torque profile in the movement from [0.0,0.0] to  [—tt/ 3, 27r/3].
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Figure 4-23: Trajectory in Cartesian space from [0.0,0.0]
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4 .6 .4  S im u la tion  IV
Joint movements from [0.0, —1.0, —1.0] to [0.0,1.0,1.0] are considered under the 
constant torque bounds of ±450iVm, ± 200 iV m ,and±  lOOiVm for joints 1, 2, and 3. 
The same movement is performed under varying torque bounds which are defined 
as a function of joint rate.
Upper Bound Ti =  450 +  2qi 
Lower Bound Ti =  —450 +  2qi 
Upper Bound 1\ =  200 +  2q-i 
Lower Bound T% =  —200 +  2<j2 
U pper Bound T3 =  100 +  2q3 
Lower Bound T3 =  —100 +  2<j3
In the case of the constant torque bounds, it took 1.740 second of the elapsed 
tim e with a switch at 1.626 second for a straight line trajectory. For the one seg­
m ent cubic spline, it took 0.991 second to complete the m otion and the switching 
occurred at 0.806 second. It took 0.978 second with a switch at 0.801 second for 
a two segment cubic representation.
In the case of the varying torque bounds, it took 1.740 second of the elapsed 
tim e with a switch at 1.625 second for a straight line trajectory. For the one seg­
ment cubic spline it took 1.152 second with a switch at 1.028 second. It took 1.074 
second with a switch a t 0.953 second for the two segment cubic representation.
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In the case of the straight line m otion, for this specific case there is almost 
no difference in perform ance and profiles of other kinem atic variables. Until the 
switching occurs, the torque at joint 1 is always sa turated  (Figs. 4-28 and 4-34).
The whole motion is dom inated by the torque bounds of joint 1 even though it does 
not move. The straight line restriction forces no movement at joint 1 resulting in 
no variation of the torque bounds for the case of the varying torque. There is little 
variation of torque bounds after switching because the torque is now saturated  at 
joints 2 and 3. Since m ost of the elapsed tim e is taken to  lift up the arm s, the 
effect after switching is negligible.
For a m inimum tim e m otion, similar trajectories were obtained w ith a slight 
variation caused by the difference in the torque bounds for the two cases. The 
trend  of dynamic motion tow ard m inimum tim e is the same because the initial and 
final states of the arm  were the same. This in fact verifies the trend of dynamic 
m otion described in section 4.3.
Moving joint 1 forward while joint 2 moves backward and moving joint 2 back­
ward while joint 3 moves forward at the initial stage utilizes the dynamic interaction 
of the joints. In this case up to  78 % of drastic perform ance increase is obtained 
using the m inimum tim e strategy explained in this chapter. Simulated results are 
shown in Figs. 4-25 to  4-36.
It should be noted th a t if joint torque bounds are constant, the m inimum time 
trajectories from position A to  position B and from position B to  position A are
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exactly the same. The profiles of both  cases are exactly reversed including a 
switchng tim e. This fact can be verified by the following hypothesis.
If a certain tra jectory  is feasible under the constant torque bounds, a t any joint 
configuration along the motion it has constant torque bounds allowing a certain 
m otion. If the  reverse of a torque profile for a  movement from positions A to B 
is applied, a m anipulator will move from positions B to A. Under given constant 
torque bounds, the tra jectory  is reversible. Assume the hypothesis th a t there ex­
ists a global m inim um  tra jectory  from position A to  B. If there exists a trajectory 
which yields a smaller elapsed tim e from position B to A than  the elapsed tim e from 
position A to B, it violates the original assum ption of a global m inim um  trajectory.
From this, w ith fixed initial and final states under the constant torque bounds, the 
m inim um  trajectories for a m otion between two states is exactly reversed yielding 
the same m inim um  time.
However, it does not hold for the varying joint torque case because at each 
arm  configuration torque bounds are determ ined from the states of joint variables 
such as joint displacement and joint rate. The constant torque bounds may be 
considered as an ideal case which cannot be achieved in a real world.
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4 .7  S u m m ary
An algorithm  for the m inimum tim e tra jectory  was developed for a m anipulator, 
w ith given actuator torque constraints. Kinematic and geometric constraints can 
be im plem ented in conjunction with a penalty function. The algorithm  is based 
on the approxim ation of the desired trajectory using a param etric cubic spline with 
second derivative continuity. Jerk  constraints were used to  insure a  smooth motion 
at the switch tim e. Joint range constraints were also adopted via the penalty 
function for the simulation. Varying torque lim its properly may help to relax jerk 
caused at the switching time. However, no attem pt was made to control the jerk 
at the switching time.
* By varying slopes at both  ends of the param eterized tra jectory  of each joint, any 
feasible tra jectory  can be represented. A modified R unge-K utta two starting  point 
forward and backward integration scheme was developed and applied to obtain the 
corresponding elapsed times and switching time. W ith specified design variables 
determ ined from the num ber of cubic splines used for the tra jectory  representation, 
the optim um  search for a m inim um  tim e tra jectory  is performed with a  penalty 
function. A quadratic penalty function was defined in order to  ensure continuity 
into the feasible domain. An efficient way to assign the initial set of the input 
vector for a m inim um  search was developed. This elim inated the trial and error 
type of inconsistent assignment of the initial values of the input vector and increased
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the search perform ance via efficiently covering the search space by manuvering the 
normalized search space.
Experim entally it took 1 to  5 m inutes of CPU on a  VAX 11/750 to obtain 
the desired trajectory  depending upon the task specified. This is adequate to 
be used for the off-line tra jectory  planning. During the optim um  search, various 
trajectories are tested and valuable interm ediate results are obtained. Due to the 
inherent characteristics of the nonlinear problem, there is no way to  guarantee a 
global minimum.
However, results from various runs of the sim ulation show an improvement in 
m anipulator dynamic perform ance as much as 80 % compared to  the conventional 
m inim um  time straight line trajectory.
C H A PTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS A ND  RECOM M ENDATIONS
Since the usual description of kinematic variables for m anipulator modeling 
and analysis yields some difficulty and confusion in understanding because of the 
relativity of the joint coordinate frame during its m otion, a uniform and analytic 
way of a relative representation of kinem atic variables for m anipulator modeling 
and analysis was presented. Since the description itself shows its relativity and 
coordinate dependence explicitly, it is very straightforw ard to derive an expression 
for any kinem atic variable with respect to an arb itrary  coordinate frame. The au­
thor suggests this description and analysis can be used as a standard  way in robot 
modeling and analysis.
A rather stable and efficient numerical iterative algorithm  was developed to 
attack the inverse kinematic problem for a general structured  m anipulator. Even 
though the algorithm  is ra ther simple and based on a simple idea, it works for any 
large point-to-point motion task including trajectory  following. Given target po­
sition and orientation, the numerical iterative algorithm  based on Newton Raphson 
or Gauss elimination cannot elim inate the instability and divergency caused by the 
coarse approxim ation of states. It is a significant drawback of this kind of nu­
merical iterative algorithm. The modified verification on joint solutions obtained 
interm ediately and the im plem entation of joint range constraints combined with the
small range adaptation of a conjugate direction search scheme allowed a stable and
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efficient result on any task movement.
A general solution algorithm  for a m inimum tim e point-to-point tra jectory  gen­
eration subject to  dynamic actuato r constraints was developed. Bang- Bang 
control strategy was applied to  the normalized tim e param eter. A modified 
R unge-K utta two point forward and backward algorithm  was developed to find 
an intersection which represents the switching. An m  segment cubic spline rep­
resentation satisfying the second derivative continuity was developed to represent 
each joint trajectory. An efficient non-derivative m inim um  search routine was 
used to  search for optim um  param eters. The num ber of design param eters to  be 
optim ized was reduced from 2 m n to (m  4 - l)n. in a case of an m  segment cubic 
spline representation for an n  d.o.f. m anipulator. Jerk and joint range constraints 
and infeasible trajectories were handled by adopting a quadratic penalty function. 
The initial assignment of input search vector was determ ined from the results of the 
conventional straight line tra jectory  generated by this algorithm  directly w ithout 
searching. The normalized param etric slopes were used to  constitute a search vec­
tor resulting in the efficient and broad coverage of search space accom odated with 
joint movements. This algorithm  can be applied to any m anipulator structure 
w ithout any modification because it uses a normalized param eter for its variable.
After a brief review of form ulating dynamic m otion equations, the structural 
property and physical in terpretation  of the dynamic coefficients were presented from 
the model equation based on the Lagrange-Euler form ulation. The relative sig­
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nificance of coefficient term s under a specified joint tra jectory  was investigated. 
Dynamic motion effects of coefficient term s were presented under the minimum 
tim e motion concept. A general trend  of optim um  point-to-point m otion of a 
m anipulator was specified based on the sim ulated results. However, it should be 
noted th a t all dynamic m otion comes from the complex com binatorial interactions 
among joint torque bounds, jo int variable constraints, and the m anipu lator’s struc­
tu ra l properties.
Simulated results showed the superiority over Bang-Bang strategy in a singular 
case constrained by the conventional kinem atic optim um  sense. The algorithm  
provides valuable inform ation for the controller and structu ral design of a m anipu­
lator and trajectory  planning. A general dynamic behavior of a  m anipulator could 
be anticipated in the design stage by applying the algorithm  developed in this work.
Further research will include the appropriate handling on dynam ic behaviour 
at a switching time. By utilizing the concept of space m apping by Perez [Ref. 65], 
the generation of a m inim um  tim e tra jectory  avoiding obstacles in the workspace 
will be a good subject.
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Figure A -l: Local coordinate frames of a PUM A-type arm .
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Link C o o rd in a te  T ran sform ation
= Ti = ‘  C0i - S 0i 0 « i - l
S0iCai_ a CtfiCai.x i — Sa^idi
COiScLi-x Ccti-x C Oti—\0>i
0 0 0 1
Ti = ’ ce1 0 0 ' t 2 = ' c e  2 - s e 2 0 o '
se1 ce1 o 0 0 0 i 0
0 0 1 rfi - s e  2 - c e 2 0 0
.0 0 0 1 _o 0 0 i .
II 'ce  3 - s e  3 o «2 ' r4 = "(704 -S 0 4 0 0 ‘
S6Z ce  3 o 0 0 0 - l d.4
0 0 1 03 S04 ce  4 0 0
,0 0 0 1 _0 0 0 1 .
II "ce 5 - S 05 o 0 r6 = ~ce6 - s e 6 0 0 ■
0 0 1 0 0 0 - i 0
- s e  5 i cn o 0 5 6^ cee 0 0
.0 0 0 1 _0 0 0 1 .
where S() =  sin(), C ()—cos().
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°T 3 = 'c$iC(e2 +  e3) -C9iS(e2 + e2) - s e ! d2C 0XC —d3S0x'
SOiC{02 + 03) -S9iS(e2 + o3) cex 112S01CO2 + d3C0x
— S{6 2 +  $3 ) —C(9 2 +  03) 0 dx — a2S02
0 0 0 1
-
3  rpG __ ’ce4ce3cee - se4S0e - c e 4C05se6-  S04C06 C04S0 5 0
S95Cde - s e 5S 06 -CO, —d4
so 4CdsC$9 - C04S0e -S04C06S0e -  C04C06 se4se5 0
0 0 0
&rpE __ 1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
de
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A .2 A n a ly sis  o f  th e  S p h erica l W rist
Two types of spherical wrists with three joints intersecting at one point, such as 
Euler and R P Y wrists, are analyzed. Since the range of orientations achieved by the 
end-effector is at a  m axim um  when the axes of the last three joints intersect at right 
angles [Ref. 26] and a change of an orientation does not require a drastic change 
of an arm  configuration, most m anipulators follow this structure. The ze and y e 
axes of an end-effector frame are aligned with the approaching and sliding directions
respectively for a convenient analysis of the object handling. The degenerate sta te  
of the w rist, which is a  singular sta te , is obtained from the closed-form solution.
A .2.1  E uler W rist
TEuler = ROT(z,<f>) ROT(y ', f i )  R O T (z ",V>)
where rotations are perform ed based on the  current moving frames from 
left to  right 
=  ROT(z ,  <f>) R O T (y , /z) ROT{z,  V>) 
where rotations are perform ed based on the fixed xyz fram e from  right 
to  left.
c<f>CnCi) -  s<j>Sip -  c<t>CnSi' -  s<f>cv> c<t>Sn
S(j)CnC^ +  C<i>s4> -  S<f>C[iSrl» +  C<i>C4' S(f>Sfi
— S f i C i l ’  S f i S i p  C f i
D escription  o f  th e  D H  link param eters for th e  Euler w rist (F ig . A -2)
* 4
A
/ '6 V E
Z 6
zE A
ys
-6 r - r - G - »  
a  a  2 604 ^ ZE
>rx4
w x 6 
' f l 6  XE
Figure A-2: Local coordinate frames of the  Euler wrist.
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Link param eters
Link O f - 1 a i - 1 d i 0 i
4 0 0 0 e4
5 -9 0 ° 0 0 6,5
6 90° 0 0 0 e
3 r 4 == R OT{z4 ,94) 
4T 5 =  R O T (x 4, —90) R O T  (z5,95) 
5T 6 = R O T (x 5,9Q)ROT(z6 ,96) 
6T E = [/]
The above transform ations can be verified such th a t
T L UrT E = 3 T E =  ROT{z,<l>) R O T {x ,-90 )R O T{z ,n )R O T (x ,9Q )  ROT(z,il>)
'-----------------------------------------------v------------------------------------ -----------'
ROT(y,n)
S o lv in g  E u le r  a n g les
Given trajectories of the end-effector expressed in the fixed inertial frame, the cor­
responding Euler angles can be obtained as follows:
From the specified °T E =  °RE °Pe
0  1
3T e  is com puted such th a t 3T E = [ ° r 3 ] - 1  °TE. It will be shown later to  obtain °T3. 
Since no translation  is involved, 3T E = 3 R E.
3R E =  [3N e 3S e 3A e }
where 3N E ,3 S E, and 3A E denote the norm al, sliding, and approaching 
vectors respectively, expressed with respect to frame 3.
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Com paring the elements of orientation block in 3T E to  those in the T%ulerT E yields 
the following solutions. Let 3N E = N , 3S E =  5 , and 3A E — A.
1) Elements (1,3) and (2,3)
GcpS/i, = A x 
S<f>Sjl = Ay
If Sfj, 7  ^ 0, fi = Atan2(Ay, A x ) =  O4
2) Elem ents (3,1) and (3,2)
-S/xCip =  N z 
SfiSip =  S z
If 5/it /  0, ij> = Atan2(Sz, ~ N Z) =  06
3) Elements (3,3), (3,1), and (3,2)
S/iCifi = N z 
SfiSiP = S z 
Cn = A z
0 =  Atan2(±yJN3 + S 3, A Z) =  65
where ±  denotes the flip and non-flip states of the wrist.
If S n  =  0, the wrist has a singular configuration since joint variables <j> and tp degen­
erate. Physically, <j> and V’ ro ta te  around the same axis w ith the loss of one of the 
three d.o.f. Since only the sum or the difference of <p and ip can be com puted, an 
infinite num ber of solutions is possible. Therefore, <p — 0 is chosen arbitrarily. It 
is known th a t N  singular conditions allow 2N configurations for a given end-effector
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sta te  [Ref. 27]. Euler wrist has one singular condition and the two corresponding 
configurations. For the case of Sfi =  0, i.e. fi =  0 or 2tt, ip can be defined with
(f> = 0 .
For fi =  0, <{> =  0 and from elements (1,1) and (1,2), Cip = N x and — Sip = Sx. 
Therefore, ip =  Atan2(—SX, N X).
For ix = 2n, <p — 0  and from elements (1,1) and (1,2), Ctp — —N x and Sip =  Sx. 
Therefore, ip =  Atan2(Sx, — N x).
A .2.2 R o ll, P itch , and Y a w (R P Y ) W rist
T r p y  =  R O T (z ,a )  ROT(y',f3) R O T (x"n )
where rotations are performed based on the current moving frames from 
left to right 
=  R O T (z ,a )  ROT(y,(3) R O T { x , j )  
where rotations are performed based on the fixed xyz fram e from 
right to left.
~CaC/3 CaSf3S'y — S a C j  C aS f lC y  +  SaS-y
SaC/3 SaS(3Sy  +  C a C y  SocSpCy -  C a S y
-sp CPSy C pC y
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D escription  o f  the D H  param eters for th e  R P Y  w rist (F ig . A -3)
VE
XE
y4
a=4
2 B
i i
I t
*5
£-► « -
ys
* 6 l/B
-► I ,
04 0,
*6
J/6
* 6
Figure A-3: Local coordinate frames of the RPY  wrist. 
Link param eters
Link a t_i a,_ i di Si
4 0 0 0 04
5 -90* 0 0 05 -  90*
6 -90* 0 0 06 4- 90
ROT(z6, —90*) =  adjusting rotational transform ation to  align the ze axis 
to  the approaching vector
3T 4 = ROT(  24 ,04)
4 r 5 =  R O T (x 4, -9O)ROT(zs,06 -  90)
5 r 6 =  R O T (x s, —9{))ROT(zg,06 +  90*)
6T E = ROT(z6, -90°)
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Above transform ations can be verified such th a t
rp6 rpE  __3 rpE  RPY
=  R O T (z ,a )  R O T {x , -9 0 )R O T {z ,6  -  9 0 )R O T (x , -9 $ )R O T {z ,y  + 90) *TE
ROT(y,P)ROT(x,-y)
~CaS/3Sy + S a C y  CaC/3 CaS/3Cy  +  S a S y  '
-SaS(3Sy -  C a C y  SaC(3 SaS/3Cy -  C a S y
-C (3Sy - S / 3 C(3Cy
S o lv in g  R P Y  an gles
Given the trajectories of the end-effector expressed in the fixed inertial frame, the 
corresponding RPY  angles are obtained as follows:
From the specified °TE =  °Pe
0  1
3T E is com puted similarly as the Euler wrist case. Com paring the elements of the 
orientational block in 3T E to those in TPPYT E yields the following solutions;
1) Elements (3,1) and (3,3)
-C /3 S y  = N z
C(3Cy = A z 
If C/3 ^  0, 7  =  Atan2(—N z, A z) =  06
2) Elements (1,2) and (2,2)
CaC/3 = Sx
SaC/3 = Sy
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If C/3 0, a  =  Atan2(Sy, Sx) =  04
3) Elements (3,2), (2,2), and (2,1)
CaCT? =  Sx 
SaC(3 = Sy 
—S/3 = Sz
13 = Aian2( — Sz, 4- S$) = O5
where ±  denotes the flip and non-flip states of the wrist.
I f  C/3 = 0, the wrist has a singular configuration since joint variables a  and 7  
degenerate. As m entioned in  the case of the Euler w rist, only the  sum  or the 
difference of a  and 7  can be com puted and a = 0 is chosen arbitrarily. The RPY  
wrist also has one singular condition and two corresponding configurations. For 
the case of C/3 = 0, i.e. (3 — ± 7r / 2 , 7  can be defined w ith a — 0.
For (3 = 7r / 2 , a  — 0 and from elements (1,1) and (2,1), —C 7  =  N x and — C j  = N y. 
Therefore, 7  =  Atan2(—N x, N y).
For (3 = — 7t / 2 , a  =  0 and from elements (1,1) and (2 ,1 ), S'y =  N x and C' 7  =  N y. 
Therefore, 7  — Atan2(Nx , N y).
A .2.3  W rist J o in t S o lu tio n  for a P U M A -ty p e  A rm
°Tarm =  ^ i(^ i)  ^ 2 (^2 ) T 3 ( 6 3 ) is obtained from the first three jo int variables.
3 rpS   3  rpO OrpS^orm ^
Here, only the orientation block is considered.
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3R 6 = 3 Rarm °&  
o JfP = ° R e
The adjustm ent of the coordinate frame should be m ade to use a general Euler wrist 
solution form ula (Fig. A-4).
R OT(x ,  90) Euler(<f>,n,ij>) = 3 R G
E u le r ^ , ^ , ^ )  = R O T ( x , — 90) 3 iZ6 =  Euler(84,9b»^6 )
V e
y4
Z E
*4
XE
Figure A-4: W rist coordinate fram e of a PUM A-type arm .
[3JV6 3S e 3A6]= C94C0BC96 -  se4so6 -ce4cehse6 -  se4cee ce4se6
S94C96C96 -  C04S0e - S 9 4C96S96 -  C94C96 SB4S96
.-se5ce6 S9BS96 ceB
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Let N  = 3 N G, S  = 3 S 6, and A  = 3 A6.
From elements (1,3) and (2,3) if S05 ^  0,
From elements (3,1) and (3,2) if S05 ^  0,
„ » , S *  - N z x=  A<on2 ( — , - ^ - )
From elements (3,1),(3,2) and (3,3),
05 =  Atan2(±yjNl  +  S l , A z)
where ±  denote the flip and non-flip status of the wrist.
In case of a degeneracy such th a t S05 = 0 ,
For 05  =  0 =4> 0 4  =  0 and 06 =  Atan2( — SX, N X)
For 05 =  7r = >  04 =  0 and 06 =  Atan2(Sx, —N x)
A .3 A n a ly tic  C losed -form  S o lu tion
A six d.o.f. arm  with three joints of a  wrist intersecting at one point leads
to an analytic inverse kinematic calculation since it allows the separation of the
orientation from the position specification of the end-effector. An analytic closed- 
form solution for a PUM A-type arm  is derived in this section.
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A .3.1 P o s itio n
The first three joints of the m anipulator define the location of the origin of an 
end-effector. The three wrist joint axes intersect at one point which is set as the 
origin of the end-effector. From the specified end-effector position, °Pe, °PW is 
obtained such th a t
° p 4 P 5 P 6 P w
°PW=° Pe - ° A Ede [A.l]
where °AE = approaching column vector of °RE 
The wrist intersecting point °PW is
°pw = ° ^ 3  + ° R 3 3PW [A.2 ]
=  d4C91S{02 +  62) + a2C$iCd2 -  d3S01 
d4S0i{S{02 +  ^3 ) +  a2S9iC92 -  d3C0i 
d4C(02 +  03) +  d\ — a2S02
First three joint variables are obtained by equating the known num eric values of 
°PW of Eq. [A.l] to  the wrist position vector of Eq. [A.2].
For Oh
d4C0iS{02 T  03) -f- a2C0\C02 — d3S0i = ° Pwx [A-3]
di S0iS{02 +  93) +  a2S0iC02 -  d3C0i = ° Pwy [A.4]
JE7qr.[2.3] * ( -5 '0 1) +  2?g.[2.4] * C9\ yields 
d3 =  - ° P wxS9i + ° PwyC0i
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Set r  =  f p i ,  +« P l t , r C 0 = ° P w r S 0  =« Pm  
f3 =  Atan2(°Pwx,° Pwy) 
d3 = —rCfSSOi +  rSi3C0x =  rS{/3 -  9i) 
S(0  -  0.) =  ± J ° P L + °  Pi* -  G / r  
(0 -  0.) =  Atan2(ds, ± ^ P i ,  + " > * .  -  dl 
Therefore,
«, =  Atan2(° P ^ , 0 Pwy) -  Atan2{d3, ± ^ P ^  +» J » ,  -  4 )  
where ±  sign denotes two possible configurations of 9\ and is usually selected by the 
range lim it of 9\ or by other constraints such as obstacle avoidance. Geometrically,
+ / — denote left and right arm  configurations respectively.
For 92, Eq. [.A.3] * C9i +  Eq. [AA] * S9r yields
dAS{92 +  e3) + a2C92 =° PwxC01 + ° PwyS91 [A.5]
d4C(02 +  9$) ~t~ di — a2S02 = ° Pwz [A *6 ]
Eq.  [2.5] 2 +  Eq.  [2.6] 2 yields
E C 92 -  F S92 = [E2 + F 2 + a2 -  d2}/[2a2] = G 
where E  = ° PWXC9! +° PwyS9i and F  = ° Pwz — di 
Set m  =  \ j {E 2 +  F 2), niC/i  =  .F, m 5 /t - E,  and fu, =  Atan2(E ,F)
G = —mCfjS92 -f mS(xC92 = mS{fi  — 92)
S{n - 9 2) = G /m  
C(/i - 0 2) = ± y / E 2 + f 2 -  G2/ m  
Therefore,
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02 =  Atan2{E ,F)  -  Aian2{G , V E 2 + F 2 -  G2)
where ±  sign denotes two possible configurations of 62 and is usually selected by 
the joint range lim it or other constraints. Geometrically, + /  — denote right and 
left palm  configurations respectively.
For 03,
d4s(e 2 + 03) = e  -  a2ce2
d4C{02 -f- 0 3 ) — F  -f- a2Sd2 
Therefore,
0 3  =  Atan2(E  — a.2 C62, F  -(- cl2S02) — 02
Last three joint variables can be obtained using the results of the wrist jo int solutions 
described previously with the proper adjustm ent of the coordinate transform ation 
in section A.2.3.
A .3.2  V elocity
From the specified linear and  angular velocities of the end-effector, the corre­
sponding joint velocities are obtained using the decoupled nature. To obtain  the 
velocities of the first three jo ints, the linear velocity of the wrist intersection point 
relative to frame 0 expressed in fram e 2  is obtained from the specified °Ve such th a t 
°Ve = ° Vw + ° W6 x [°R 6 6 Pe] [A.7]
°VW = ° Ve - °  We x [°JR6 6 Pe]
2{°VW} = 2 R6 °VW
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Let the xyz com ponents of the obtained numeric 2{°VW} be /.t?, and /x3.
Now the wrist position is given by 
°PW =° P3 +° R 3 3 P„
=  [° P !  + °  P 2 2P 3] + °  R Z 3PW
=  diZ0 +° jR2[u2 x 2 4* d3z 2] + ° Jf23[—c?4y 3] [A*8]
Differentiating Eq.[2.8] w ith respect to  tim e yields 
°VW =° R 2 2 P 3 +° R 3 3PW
=° W2 x [°P 2 2P3] + ° W 3 x [°R3 3PW] [A.9]
where °W3 = ° W 2 + ° R 3{63z3)
°W2 =o W x + ° R 2{92z 2)
°W'1 = ° P 1 (0 1 Zl)
To avoid the complex com putation, select the m id-fram e, frame 2 and express °PU 
in fram e 2 .
2 H U  = 2 {°W2} x 2 P 3 + 2 {0 W3} x [2 P 3 3PW]
= —d3CB29\ +  d$C 03\92 +  #3] [A.10]
o>202 +  d3S9291 +  d^S03\92 4" $3] [A-ll]
d^9\S{92 -f- 03) a2C029i [A.12]
where 2{°W2} = 2 R}(9iZ\)  +  92z 2
=  [~S9291 -  C M i  92}t
*{°W3} = 2 {°W2} + 2 R 3{93x3)
= [ - S 9 20a - C M i  02 + 0 3]r
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From Eq.[A. 12],
6\ =  /^3/[^4*^(^2 +  6Z) +  0-2 0 6 2 ]
=  / i 3 / U  2 P W h
where 1{2jPtu} =  [02062 +  <£4 5(02 +  6Z) d3 ~ CL2S 62 +  d^C{62 +  6Z)]^
Eq.  [A.10] * S0Z -  Eq. [A. 11] * C6Z yields
62 — [—dzS[62 + 6z)6i — fiiS6z — fj-2 06$\/ [ 0,2 C6Z^
From Eq. [A.10],
63 =  (/^ i “I" dzC026\) / [d^C 6Z6Z] — 62
To obtain the velocities of the last three joints, the angular velocity of the end- 
effector relative to  frame 3 expressed in frame 0 is obtained from the specified °W/6 
such th a t
°{3W6} = ° We - °  Wz
SW6 = 3 R° °{3We} = 3 {°W6} - 3 {°W3}
where 3{°WZ} = 3 R 2 2{°W2} +  6zzz
= { - S ( 0 2 + 62)6! C{62 6Z)6\ 62 + 6z )t
3 {°1F6} = 3 R° °W6 
And then express 3W6 in m id-joint frame 5 to  simplify the expression.
*{3We} = 5 R 3 [3{°VF6} - 3 {0W3}]
Set the xyz components of 5{3We} to (2, and £3,
The angular velocity of the end-effector relative to  the joint frame 3 expressed in 
frame 3 is
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3 ^6  = 3 We + 3 R 6(9eze) 
= [3W A + 3 i?5 (^5 Z5 )] + 3 R &(OsZs)
= 3 R \ 0 4zA) + 3 f l5 ( t e )  + 3 R g(96z6) [A.13]
Expressing this in mid-joint, frame 5 yields 
5{ 3R/e} = 5 R a (9a z a) -f 9eZe -h5 R 6(0eZe)
= i - s e A  - 06-  c e A  e5 }T
Therefore,
05 =  C3 
04 = ~Cl/S05 
0Q =  C,2 ~ C0$0A
A .3.3 A cceleration
From the specified linear acceleration of the end-effector °Ae, the linear accel­
eration of the wrist relative to frame 0  expressed in mid-joint fram e 2  is obtained. 
Differentiating Eq. [A.7] with respect to tim e yields 
%  = ° Aw + ° W 6 x °  { 6Pe} + 0 W 6 x [ ° W e  x ° {6P e}]
°AW =° A e - °  W e  X °  {6 Pe} - °  W e  X [ ° W e  x ° f P j ]  
J{ % }  = 2 R° °AW
The numeric xyz components of 2 {°AUJ} are obtained from the above. Differenti­
ating Eq. [A.9] with respect to tim e yields
°AW =° W2 x 0 + 0 W2 x [0 ^ 2 x 0 _  3} j  + 0 ^  x 0
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+ ° W 3 x [°W3 x° {3 PW}] 
where °W3 = ° W 2 + ° W3 x° R 3(03z 3) +° P 3 (03 z3)
=° W 2 x [°{2P3} +° {3 P„,}] +° W2 x [°W2 x° {2 P3} +° x° {3 PW}]
+  [°W3 x° R 3(03z3) +° R 3(03z3] x° {3 P„} +° /Z3 (^3 sb3) x [°W3 x° {3 PW}]
=° W2 x [°{2 P3} +° {*PW} + ° W2 x° K, 
+  [°W3 x° P 3 (03 z3) +° R 3(03z3)} x° {3 P„} + ° P 3 (03 z3) x [°W3 x° {3PW}}
This can be expressed in frame 2.
’ {% „}  = 2 {“H’,} x P P 3 + 2 f 'P ,,} )  + 2 {“H'j} x* f K J  +  [! {”W-'3} x 2 P 3(<S3 *3 )
+ 2 B3^ ) ]  x 2 {3 P„} + 2 R 3( h z  3) x P fW a }  x 2 {3 P„}]
It can be rearranged such th a t
W - , T O x , W  =
2 {°W2} x  [2P 3 + 2 13/^ } ]  +  [2 {°W3} X 2 P 3 (03 z3) + 2 R 3(03*3)\ X 2 {3PW} 
+2 R 3(03x3) x [ 2{°W3} x 2 {3Pw}}
= d3[S020\02 — C0202 +  d4C03[02 +  03] — d4S03[02 +  03 ]03 [A-14]
\d4S03 +  a,2]02 +  d3[C020\02 S020\] +  d4S0303 -4- d4C03[02 +  03]03 [A.15]
[d4S{02 +  03) -\-a2C02]0\ +  [d4C{02-\-03) — a2S02]0i02-\- d4C{02-\-03)0i03 [A. 16] 
where 2 {°W2} = 2 R \ 0 lZ l) +  02x2 +2 {°W2} x (02 z2)
=  [ - C 0 A 0 2 -  S0204 S020 j 2 -  C0204 02 }T
Set the xyz components of the left side to  <ri, <t2, and <r3.
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From Eq. [.A.16],
•a _  ° 3  — dAC{62 +  9z)9i9z — 1 {2Pw}■ z #i # 2
H 2Pwh
where 1 {2 PUJ} =  [ a2C82 + d4S{92 +  #3) dz a2S92 + d4C{92 +  #3) ]r
Eq. [A.14] * S93 — Eq. [A.15] * C93 yields
" _  <t2C8z — (X\S9Z — dzS(92 +  #3 )6*1 — dzC(82 -f- #3 ) ^ 1  # 2  ~  ^ ( # 1  +  82)93 
2 “  a2C93
From Eq. [A.14],
•• (t 1 +  dzC828\ — d3 S829\82 +  d4S93(92 +  93)9Z ••
63 ~  d~C9z d2
To obtain the accelerations of the  last three joints, the angular acceleration of the 
end-effector relative to  frame 3 expressed in frame 0 is obtained from the specified 
°W76 such th a t
° f l F 6} = ° We - °  W3 
3W6 = 3 R°[°We - °  W3]
where °WZ = ° R 1^ )  + ° R 2(92z 2) +° R 3{9zzz) + ° W2 x° R \ 9 2z 2)
+ ° W Z x° i23 (#3 z3)
Similarlily expressing 3W$ using mid-joint frame 5 yields 
5 {3 IF6} = 5 /23 [°1F6 - °  W3]
Set the xyz components of to 771, q2, and rj3.
The angular acceleration of the end-effector relative to the joint frame 3 expressed 
in frame 3 is obtained by differentiating Eq. [A.13] with respect to time.
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3W6 = 3 R \ 6 '4z4) + 3 5) + 3 R 6(06Ze)
+ 3 W 5 x 3 H 5 (05z5) +3 We x 3 R 6(06z6)
Expressing this in m id-joint fram e 5 yields 
5 {3 p|/g} — 5 R a(04z4) -f- 65Z5 + 5 R e(96Ze)
+ 5 {3W5} x (05 z5) -f 5 {3W6} x 5 jR6( 06z 6 )
=: —86564 — C 656465 + 0506
— 06564 + S' 656465 — $6 
05 + 8656465
Therefore,
h  =  ?/3 -  S6s046e
64 = [ — — Cj 6$646$ + 0506]/S'05 
06 = —T/2 ~’ 06564 + S656465
A .3 .4  S in gu larity  A n a ly sis
The singular states for a simple structured  m anipulator can be obtained from 
the degeneracy condition of closed-form joint solutions and the condition from the 
workspace boundary. Since the singularity at the wrist joints is already determ ined 
in section A.2 , the first three joint solutions are analyzed.
The solution for 04 is indeterm inate when °PWX —° Pwy = 0 or dz = 0. However, 
due to  the arm  structure  (link offset d3 ^  0), °PWX = ° Pwy — 0 is impossible. Link- 
offset d3 is required to avoid the  singularity at the joint variable 0i. An articulated
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m anipulator which has zero link-offset of d3 has a singularity when °PWX = ° Pwy — 0 .
It can be seen th a t once 6X has degenerated, #4 , #5 , and 96 have also degenerated. 
Physically, when the origin of the  wrist fram e(°Pu,) is at the z* axis, joints 1, 4,
5 , and 6  can ro ta te  coordinately w ith one internal d.o.f. while the position and the 
orientation of the end-effector are kept fixed.
To have a degeneracy in the solution for 92, °PWz — d4 and °PWXC6\ +° 
PwyS9i — 0. However, these conditions are geometrically infeasible. In the case 
of d3 =  0 from Eq. [A.4], a2C02 +  d4C(02 +  #3 ) =  0 causes °PWX = ° Pwy - 0 and 
from Eq.\A.b], d4C(92 +  03) — a2S02 =  0 causes °PWZ =  dj. Physically these 
conditions are unobtainable due to the arm  structure. Actually, the condition of 
the degeneracy in S2 is same as
The boundary of the workspace causes another singularity with an infinitesimal 
internal d.o.f. such th a t C03 — 0 . It denotes the full extension of link 3 or fold 
back to the link 2. A to ta l of three singular sta te  conditions can be obtained such 
th a t
(1) a2C02 +  d4C(02 -(- $3 ) =  0
(2 ) ce3 = 0
(3) SOs = 0
However, because of the structure  of a PUM A-type arm , only two singular states 
are significant. From the solutions for the joint rates it can be seen th a t for 
a given velocity of the end-effector, as the m anipulator approaches the singular
configuration the joint input ra te  goes to  infinity.
A P P E N D IX  B
D eriv a tiv e  o f  R o ta tio n a l U n it  V ector T ran sform ation
Fig.B-1 shows an increm ental configuration of the coordinate frame.
°RM =  ro tational unit vector transform ation between frame 0  and moving 
coordinate frame M 
d°RM
°Rm  = dt
= linist-, o[
°RM(t + 8 t ) - °  R M{t)} 
6t J
.°RM(t)(M8R — I)
= h m st^ 0{-----------—----------- J
MSR is defined as three increm ental sequential ro tational transform ations 
From Fig. B-2 and using CS —> 1 and SS —* S,
MSR =  R O T (M u 8l ) R O T (M 2,82) ROT{M 3,83)
= 1 —  83 82
^3 1
- 8 2 8t 1
M8 R -
- ]  = M8t
0 —Wm , 3 Wm ,2
- W m aWm , 3 0
—Wm, 2 WMil 0  _
where W{ is the component of the infinitesimal angular velocity. Therefore,
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2 0 2
°r m  = °  r m  Mn M
In vector notation,
0 pM M p  __0 yy  ^ 0  pM M p
Also m £Im  can be represented as a ro tation  with respect to an arb itrary  axis. Ap­
pendix C shows the analytic in terpretation  using Cayley-Ham ilton’s theorem.
(M 2)t+st
(M ,)„  (Mi )t+i( =  i axis of moving frame M  a t tim e t and t 4 - 6i 
Figure B -l: Infinitesimal movement of moving fram e M.
6 — infinitesimal angle 
Figure B-2: Three sequential differential rotations.
A P P E N D IX  C
A n a ly tic  a n d  G e o m e tr ic  I n te r p r e ta t io n  o f  a  
R o ta t io n a l  T ra n s fo rm a tio n  a ro u n d  a n  A r b i t r a r y  A x is
A ro ta tion  with respect to  an arb itrary  axis is represented as
e A* =  I C $  +  a *r  ( 1
a  = [ ax CLy &z ]T
a r  =- transpose of a
A = • 0 dz dy
az 0
~ay a* 0  ^
[CM]
This is proved as follows:
Caley H am ilton’s Theorem  [Ref. 64] states th a t every m atrix  satisfies its own char­
acteristic equation.
Given a  m atrix  A,
6 (A) =  Dei{A - X I )
6 (A) =  null m atrix  
6 (A) =  Det - A -  dz dy
dz -  A — CLy
1 <e dx -  A
=  —A( A2 +  1)
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C haracteristic roots are A i  = 0 ,  A 2 =  j ,  A 3 =  —j.  
Using the theory of m inim um  polynom ial expression,
e A* =  k0 I  +  fci A  +  k2 A 2
where I is the identity m atrix .
Considering an equivalent scalar expression, 
e x$ =  k0 + ki x + k2 x 2 
where x is a scalar quantity
e °  =  k0 =  1
&* = k0 +  j k i  -  k2 = 1  — k2 +  j k x
e~ j i  = k0 -  jkx — k2 =  1  — k2 — jkx
In m atrix  form,
j
~ j
kx
k2
kx ' 
k2
J
j
-  1 
-  1
_ i
e - i*  - 1 
’e j'* - 1 
e _j'* - 1
J .  |"
where e J'* =  +  j  5 $
From the above, fci =  5 $  and k2 =  1 — (7$ 
Therefore,
2 0 5
where A  =  a  a r  — 1
e A* = I  C $  + a a r  (1 - C $ )  + A S $
Geometrically this expression is in terpreted as rotational transform ation around an 
a rb itrary  axis. This can be proved such th a t from Fig. C -l, an arb itrary  axis, 
a , can be a unit vector on the z axis in a  new coordinate frame C. The position 
vector in coordinate fram e 0  is 
°P  = ° R c CP  
CP  = c P° °P
R O T (a ,0 )  °P =° R c ROT(z ,6)  CP  
=° R c ROT{z,6)  CR° °P  
R O T{bl,6) = ° R c R O T {z ,6 ) CR° 
where °R C can be expressed as ROT(°y, —(3) R O T(°x ,a )
And com paring w ith Eq. [C.l] yields
Ta  = d> x d y
d ajCE-y < d y € L Z
o.xaz 0 > y & z *1 .
A  = " 0 ay
0 -  ax
— dy Q>x 0
2 0 6
And
S(3 = O’!
\f°Z +  «:
S a  =
0 / 4:
\ j Ql  +  al  +  Ql
C/3 =
C a  =
a.
yf-a i +  a
yf'
yf'a x  +  a
at + af. + a
A P P E N D IX  D
A n gu lar M o m en tu m  o f  a R ig id  B o d y
Consider a rigid body in Fig. D -l, which has a to ta l mass M and a centroid located 
at c. Frame 0 is the inertial reference frame and fram e i has linear and angular 
velocities °Vi and °Wi w ith respect to  frame 0. The angular m om entum  as 
measured from the reference fram e 0  will be obtained relative to  an arb itrary  point 
q which is the origin of frame i located in the body. The angular m om entum  of 
the particle whose mass is AM; about the  origin of frame i is 
A °Hi = °  {*'PJ x [AMi °Vq) 
where °Vq = ° F  + ° { % }  
and °{ % }  =° W{ x° f P J
= °  x* Pq]
Thus,
A °Hi = °  R ^P g  x* {°V;} + ‘ Pq x (‘{°Wt.} x * Pq)]AMi 
For the entire body, 
°Hi =° JT[ f  {PqdM  x i {°Vi} +  f  lPq x  0{°W i} x f Pq)dM ]
J AT J M
2 0 7
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°Vi
Figure D -l: Angular m om entum  of a  rigid body w ith ° V i  and ° W i .  
Considering the following cases of the origin of frame i,
• origin of frame i is fixed so th a t ‘{°Vi} =  0  and t{°W7i} =  0
° H i  =° R { [ [  iPq x C ^ W i }  x { Pq)dM]
J M
• origin of frame i is located a t the centroid c of the body such th a t 
J m  % d M  =  0
° H i  = ° JT[ f  iPq x (i{°Wi} x* Pq)dM\  = °  H ci 
J M
•  origin of frame i is located a t some arb itrary  point (Fig. D-2)
° H { = °  R ^ P c i  x* { ° V d } M ]  +° H ci
where
=° R'{ [  'P,!„ x x< P,/ci) iM }
JM
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q / c i
'Pq = ‘ Pci + ‘ Pq/ci 
Figure D-2: A rbitrary  origin of fram e i.
Now express the angular m om entum  in term s of its  scalar com ponents using frame 
i. All three cases contain the form
’{°Jl i}  =  f  iPq x (*{°W} x* Pq)dM
J M
Since =* R° °Hi and
•■{0 W i}  =  W Xi u j  +  W y, v  i  +  W Zi w j
{P q = ®«Ui + t/.V] + 2,W]
where uj, vj, and  wj are unit vectors of fram e i.
Expanding the  cross product and combining term s yields 
T t f j x  = ‘ I XXW xi I x y W y i  - *  I x l W zl 
‘ { 0 ^ . } y  =  W xi + ’ f y y ^ y .  I y ZW zi
2 1 0
t/OTT.i _  _ t r  W . _ t r  w  . t r  w .
\  11ifz — J-zxrrxi ±zy rryi T i 2 2  rrzt
where mass m om ents of inertia are 
=  /* r (y ?  +  z ? ) d M  
% v  = Jw(*? + * l ) d M  
* 1 , ' =  Sm(*? +  y f t f M
mass products of inertia  are
J-xy — JjIf XiVidUfi
% 2 = JuViZidM 
{izx = SM Z i X i d M
Expressing in m atrix  form using the inertia  tensor */», which describes the way the 
mass of a rigid body is distributed with respect to the axes, yields
i ^ W i }  =*' I, *{°W,}
where =  lIxx —* / xv -* / x-
— * /  * /  — * J■lyx -'t/s/ Jj/z
—‘J  — ‘ I  ' I1zi z^y -*zz
is a tim e invariant constant m atrix  since frame i is fixed in the body and each 
element depends on the particular origin and the chosen orientation fram e i.
From °Hi =° R { i{°Hi} =  (°R 1 %  iR° )°Wi =° J{ °Wi,
°Ii = ° {Ii 'R°  and lU = ' J2° “I,- ° / l ‘
Inertia  tensor *7; can be simplified if the axes of frame i are oriented such th a t 
they become principle axes of inertia for the body at the point. W hen they are
2 1 1
used ' I xy = ’ I y. =* I zx — 0  and */, becomes a diagonal m atrix  such th a tVz
xx 0 0  '
0 Ly 0
0 0 %
where the principal m oment is obtained by differentiating °Hi w ith respect to  time 
which yields the m oment equation.
d°Hi
°Ni dtt
°Wi x 0 I i 0Wi +0 I i °Wi
A P P E N D IX  E
E q u ation s o f  M o tio n  for T w o and T h re e  d .o .f. P lan ar A rm s
Equations of motion for a two d.o.f. p lanar arm  :
T\ =  [ m j l p j  +  I\ +  - f  7712^2 4  27722/1^2^^2  4
+  [7773/1/02 (702 4" rr i2^c2 4"
- m 2l \ lc 2 S 0 2  0 \
—<l m 2l \ l C2 S 6 2 0 \  02
—rniglc\C0\ — 7772<7[/i(70i +  /c2/7(0i 4* 02)]
I 2  =  [7 7 1 2 /1 /0 2 ^ 0 2  +  777.2/^2 4- 
+  [tT72 /c2 +  I 2 ] 02 
+ T 772/ l lc2S 0 2  0i
— 7T72^ /c2C,(0i +  0 2)
Equations of motion for a three d.o.f. p lanar arm  :
T i =  [7771/^ +  I\ +  7772/1 4- 7712/^2 4  27773/1/02 (702 +  I2 4" 7773l\ +  7773/2
+7773/^3 4  27 7 7 3 /1 /2 /7 0 2  +  2 7 7 7 3 /2 /3 /7 0 3  +  2 t773/ i / C3/7(02  +  0 3 )  +  13)^1
+  [7772/^2 4" 7T72/ i / C2/702 +  I2 4* 7773/2 4  rn3^3 4  7 7 7 3 /1 /2 /7 0 2
+27773/2/3/703 +  7773/1^3(7(02 +  03) 4  / s ]02
+  [7773/^3 4  7773/ 2/ 3(7 0 3  +  7773/ 1/ 03/7 (0 2  +  0 3 )  +  ^ 3)03
2 1 2
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— [m2lllc2^ 2^ 4" ^2^2^02 + Tnzl\lcZS{02 + 03)]
— [7773/2 / 3 5 0 3  + rn3lilcZS{62 +  ^3 )] ^ 3
— [2t772/i Ic^ SB^  4" 27713/1/2^^2 4“ 277131\1CZ5(02 4" $3)] 0\ 02
— [27773/2/35'^3 4* 2mzlilcZS(02 4- 03)] 0\ 0%
— [27773/2/35^3 4" 27773/1/035(^2 4- 3^)] 02 02 
—Tn\glc\C0\ — Tn2g\l\C0\ 4- lc2(7(01 4- 02)]
~rn29[hC0i 4-12@{0\ 4- 02) 4~ lczC{01 4“ 02 4" $3)]
J 2  =  [7772/^2 +  m 2l\ lC2C 02 4-/2  4-  7773/2 4" 7773/^3 4- 7773/1/2(7^2  
4-27773/2/3(^^3 4- 7773/1/03(7(02 4- 03) 4-1^ 01 
4-[7772/02 4- / 2 -I- 7773/2 4- 7773/^ 3 +  27773/2/3(703 4- Zs]02 
4-[7773/^ 3 4- 7773/2/3(703 4- /3]03 
+ [7772/1/02502 + 7773/1/2502 + TtlZlilcZS{02 4" 03)] 0?
— [7773/2 /3 5 0 3 ] 03
— [27773/2/3 5 0 3 ] 01 03
— [27773/2/3 5 0 3 ] 02 03
— 7772<//f2 (7 (01 +  0 2 )  — 7773<7[/2 ( 7 (01 +  0 2 )  +  / c3 ( 7(01 +  02 4" 0 3 )] 
Z3 =  [7773/03 +  7773/2/3C 03 +  7773/1/C3 C ( 02 4 * 0 3 )  4 - / s ]01
4 * [7773/^3 +  7773/2 /3 ( 7 0 3  +  /s ]0 2
+  [7773/^ 3 +  / s ]03
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+  [^3^2^3<^^3 +  W3^ 1^ c3*S'(^ 2 +  ^3 )] Q\
+ [1TI3I2I3S$3] 0%
+  [2?Ti3/2^ 3‘5'^ 3] ^ 2
—m^glczC{0\ +  $2 +  O3)
where S() =  sin(), C ()=cos(), and  gravity g has a negative value.
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